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A masterful
collaboration for

Audiobook
Month
The audiobook production of Hilary Mantel’s
The Mirror & the Light, performed by actor
Ben Miles, is an experience like no other.
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lifestyles

by susannah felts

H The Duke’s
Mayonnaise
Cookbook

well read

by robert weibezahl

Austen Years

For Christine Buckley, herbalism is more
than just the process of using plants for
their beneficial properties. It’s a way of
being in the world—more in tune with
the earth and mindful of one’s own interconnected mind, body and spirit. In Plant
Magic (Roost, $24.95, 9781611806557),
Buckley takes us deep into the practice of
herbalism, showing us how to cultivate a
meaningful relationship with the plant life
around us. Her “herbal arsenal” details 21
of the most useful and accessible plants,
such as cinnamon, thyme, lemon balm and
ginger. Roost makes gorgeous books, and this one is no exception.

Jane Austen mania has
reached a fever pitch. Recently we’ve seen a television
adaptation of her unfinished
Sanditon and another film
version of Emma. Writers both
renowned and aspiring seem
to write sequels or interpretations of Pride and Prejudice faster than fans can read
them. It sometimes feels as
if Austen, one of the greatest
writers in the English canon,
is valued more as source material for Regency romances
than for her singular genius.
Thankfully, this reductive tendency is nowhere in evidence
in Austen Years: A Memoir in
Five Novels (FSG, $28, 9780374107031) by literary critic Rachel Cohen,
whose first book, A Chance Meeting, was a delightful study of the intertwined lives of writers and artists. Cohen’s incisive new book explores her
immersion into Austen’s work during a fraught period in her personal life.
Ultimately a narrative about grief, loss and resurfacing, it also provides a
deep dive into some of Austen’s most penetrating writing.
“Criticism and memoir
have always been near neighThis candid memoir
bors,” Cohen observes. “The
gift of a pronounced personal
from an accomplished
point of view leads to deeper
literary critic seeks
readings, and to new ones.”
Interestingly, Cohen was not
answers to life’s greatest
always a rabid Austen afichallenges through the
cionado. She read Austen in
high school, then moved on.
novels of Jane Austen.
Later discovering that many
writers she admired had
written about Austen (most notably Virginia Woolf ), Cohen returned to
the English author’s work. But the intersection of two major events in
Cohen’s life—the death of her beloved father and the birth of her first
child—prompted a period when she began to read Austen exclusively.
In the pages of five of Austen’s six novels (all but Northanger Abbey, generally regarded as inferior), Cohen found entry into the uncertainties of
her life as she, in her own words, “[unfolded] Jane Austen’s novels like
a map.”
Cohen learned much from Austen, as will the reader of this candid
memoir. Close reading and rereading grant this seasoned critic new insights into her own life, drawn from the awakenings of Austen’s resilient
heroines—Elizabeth, Emma, Elinor, Marianne, Fanny, Anne—as well as
peripheral characters, both female and male. From the known facts of
Austen’s life story, Cohen draws conclusions about the writer’s intentions,
challenges and determination, gleaning lessons for her own very different
experiences two centuries later.
As a memoir, Austen Years is uncompromising and engaging, and as
literary criticism, it is assured and perceptive. If these two aspects never
fully coalesce, for arguably Cohen has set herself an impossible task, the
book is nonetheless an absorbing pleasure that will stimulate and augment the reading of Austen for fans old and new.

Susannah Felts is a Nashville-based writer and co-founder of The Porch,
a literary arts organization. She enjoys anything paper- or plant-related.

Robert Weibezahl is a publishing industry veteran, playwright and novelist.
Each month, he takes an in-depth look at a recent book of literary significance.

My first thought upon discovering The Duke’s Mayonnaise
Cookbook (Grand Central, $28,
9781538717349) was: an entire
cookbook devoted to . . . mayonnaise? Risky business. My second
thought was: But . . . it’s Duke’s, a
brand with a cult following—especially in the American South, where
I live. And when you’ve got a following like Duke’s, you do what you want—like show up in a recipe for
peppermint fudge brownies. Ashley Strickland Freeman makes a strong
case that Duke’s belongs in brownies, as well as in many other seemingly
unlikely recipes, because mayo is “a beautiful emulsification of eggs and
oil and a touch of vinegar for acidity, all ingredients vital to cooking and
baking.” Her cookbook makes my mouth water, with crowd-pleasers such
as bananas Foster bread with browned butter-rum glaze, pimento cheese
grits and firecracker shrimp tacos. And of course, there’s elote—delicious
Mexican street corn slathered in mayonnaise.

Minding Miss Manners
In Minding Miss Manners (Andrews
McMeel, $19.99, 9781449493561), Judith
Martin’s arch, acid wit laces every lesson
on behaving with propriety in a culture
where monstrous jerks are, more than
ever, on parade and in power. “A new era
of freedom to be loutish, pushy, vicious,
and hateful is upon us,” she writes. “That
an etiquette-free society would be a
joyous, or even livable, one must be the
biggest social hoax since it was declared
that Americans’ basic problem was sexual
puritanism, and if all were acting freely on their desires, everyone would
be happy, and there would be no more sex crimes. We are now forced to
see how that has played out.” Ahem! This book is bracingly funny and full
of pitch-perfect truth bombs for our very weird and wooly times.

Plant Magic
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book clubs

by julie hale

Immigration sagas
Eitan Green, an Israeli surgeon,
is involved in a fateful accident
in Ayelet Gundar-Goshen’s suspenseful novel Waking Lions (Back
Bay, $15.99, 9780316395410). During
a late-night drive, Eitan hits and
kills an Eritrean man and leaves the
scene. When the victim’s wife tracks
him down, she agrees to keep silent
about the incident if Eitan promises
to secretly treat undocumented Eritrean immigrants. Eitan agrees, but
the decision leads him into a web of
deceit. This razor-sharp examination
of the plight of displaced peoples will
give reading groups plenty
In these stories of farewells to talk about as it delves
into questions of integrity,
and fresh starts, crafted
loyalty and honesty.
For reading groups that
with discernment and
enjoy science and social
compassion, book clubs
history, Daniel Okrent’s The
Guarded Gate (Scribner,
will find inspiration for
$20, 9781476798059) focuses on the eugenics movevibrant discussion.
ment in early 20th-century
America and how it helped bring about the 1924 Johnson-Reed Act, a law
that prevented millions of Europeans from immigrating to the United
States. This volume is a sobering, expansive study of discrimination and
nativism, but it’s also eminently readable thanks to Okrent’s accessible
writing style.
In Rakesh Satyal’s novel No One Can Pronounce My Name (Picador,
$18, 9781250112125), Harit, a middle-aged Indian immigrant, lives with
his troubled
mother in
the Cleveland suburbs.
They are each
mourning
the death of
Harit’s sister,
Swati, in their
own ways.
Harit finds an
unexpected
friend in Ranjana, a fellow immigrant coping with her own losses by secretly writing paranormal romances. Satyal fashions a narrative tinged
with melancholy and humor in this rewarding book, which engages with
issues of gender roles and family ties.
American Street (Balzer + Bray, $10.99, 9780062473059), Ibi Zoboi’s
debut YA novel, tells the story of 16-year-old Fabiola, who leaves Haiti to
settle with her mother, Valerie, in Detroit. When they arrive in the United
States, Valerie is detained by customs officials. After being taken in by
her American cousins, Fabiola grapples with an unfamiliar culture while
trying to hold on to the traditions of home. Poignant but hopeful, American Street is a powerful examination of identity and kinship that’s enriched by Zoboi’s use of Haitian mythology. It’s an unforgettable account
of the difficulties of assimilation and the experience of being an outsider.

A BookPage reviewer since 2003, Julie Hale recommends the best
paperback books to spark discussion in your reading group.

BOOK CLUB READS
FOR SUMMER
SPRING
FOR
DAUGHTER OF THE REICH
by Louise Fein
For fans of The Nightingale, a
spellbinding story of impossible
love set against the backdrop of
the Nazi regime.

THE LIBRARY OF LEGENDS
by Janie Chang
“ The Library of Legends is a
gorgeous, poetic journey...Janie
Chang pens pure enchantment!”
—KATE QUINN,

bestselling author of
The Alice Network

THE QUEEN’S SECRET
by Karen Harper

“Reading this novel is like sitting
next to an indiscreet royal insider at
a private dinner.”
—GILL PAUL,
bestselling author of The Lost Daughter

THE ISLANDERS
by Meg Mitchell Moore
A delicious summer read involving
three strangers, one island, and a
season packed with unexpected
romance, well-meaning lies, and
damaging secrets.

t @Morrow_PB

t @bookclubgirl

f William Morrow I BookClubGirl
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whodunit

by bruce tierney
The Fire Thief

When the body of a teenage boy turns up on a lava beach in Maui,
the initial assumption is that he had a surfing accident. That assumption is laid to rest after a shark’s tooth is discovered in the boy’s skull.
It is quickly determined that the tooth is not there as a result of bad
dental hygiene on the part of a sea predator. The boy was bludgeoned
to death by an ancient Hawaiian war club, or a modern reproduction
thereof, lined with shark’s teeth at the business end. The arrival of Detective Kali Māhoe on the scene foreshadows one of the most compelling meldings of mystery and mythology since Tony Hillerman first
put pen to paper in the Leaphorn and Chee series. As sightings of a
legendary and malevolent faceless spirit mount, Kali must question
her own long-held beliefs while remaining rooted in modern police
procedures. Debra Bokur’s page-turning debut novel, The Fire Thief
(Kensington, $26, 9781496727725), covers all the bases I need in a mystery: individualistic lead, check;
Hercule Poirot-level detection skills, check; plot-driven narrative that does not neglect other stylistic
elements, check. It earns bonus points for depicting a lovely palm-ringed island destination, warts and
all (high crime rate, the endless enmity of the haves and the have-nots). Even paradise has a seamy
underbelly.

Vera Kelly Is Not a Mystery
The summer of 1967 was the Summer of Love. If you were straight, it was
a year promising unfettered experiences of the sex, drugs and rock ’n’ roll
variety. If you were gay, however, you could be fired or evicted (or worse)
if outed. The clubs you visited would routinely get raided. And so it comes
to pass that lesbian ex-CIA agent Vera Kelly loses her lover and her job on
the very same day. She isn’t going to get any sort of job reference, so after
evaluating her highly particular skill set, she opts to open a private investigation agency in Rosalie Knecht’s second Vera Kelly book, Vera Kelly Is
Not a Mystery (Tin House, $15.95, 9781947793798). Most callers assume
Vera is the secretary; when they find out she is the lead (and sole) investigator, they hang up. But just as her financial situation is getting dire, she
lands a client—a Dominican couple hoping to track down their missing
nephew, the scion of a prominent Santo Domingo family. Vera bounces
between the Big Apple and the Caribbean in search of answers, always
staying one step ahead of the bad guys. And maybe, if she is lucky, she will save the life of a desperately
ill child who has, up to now, been a pawn in a deadly political chess game. Knecht’s stylish mystery is
impossible to put down and just begging for a third installment.

Sign up for our mystery newsletter at BookPage.com/enews.

What You Don’t See
Cass Raines was once one of the few African American women on the
Chicago police force, before she hung out her shingle as a private investigator. In Tracy Clark’s latest mystery, What You Don’t See (Kensington,
$26, 9781496714930), the take-no-guff PI finds herself serving as bodyguard/babysitter to Vonda Allen, a spoiled and decidedly annoying magazine publisher who has been receiving graphic death threats. When Cass’
assignment partner, Ben Mickerson, is badly slashed by a mystery assailant while accompanying Vonda to a book signing, Cass must delve into
the personal history of her client in a frantic endeavor to ferret out a killer
before they can strike again. Complicating matters is the fact that Vonda
displays no desire whatsoever to help out; it would appear that whatever
secrets she is guarding are more important to her than whatever danger
she may be in. Subplots abound, as they do in real life, and Clark works
them in smoothly, lending interesting, everyday challenges to a narrative
that already has no shortage of excitement.

H The Shooting at
Château Rock
Martin Walker’s wildly popular Bruno,
Chief of Police series chronicles the adventures of Benoît “Bruno” Courrèges,
chief of police of the fictional town of
St. Denis in the Périgord region of southwestern France. Bruno loves horseback
riding, basset hounds, truffles, fine wines,
gourmet cooking, rugby and beautiful
women, not necessarily in that order. In
The Shooting at Château Rock (Knopf,
$25.95, 9780525656654), the affable but
diligent policeman finds himself on the
trail of some pretty nasty killers who are
possibly connected to the Putin administration in Russia. Two parallel but interconnected real estate deals anchor the
plot, one of them centered on a retirement village that is inexplicably bleeding thousands of euros every month, the
other involving the palatial home of a
former rock star whose son is enamored
of a young Russian flautist with more
than a passing connection to the aforementioned killers. Those who have read
this column for a while know that Martin
Walker’s books get reviewed often. This is
because: a) they are consistently excellent; b) I really want to know Bruno, to eat
at his dinner table with his charming and
entertaining guests, to play fetch with his
basset hound, Balzac; and c) I really want
to be Bruno.

Bruce Tierney lives outside Chiang Mai, Thailand, where he bicycles through the rice paddies daily and reviews the best in mystery and suspense every month.
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the hold list

Explore the great outdoors without breaking a sweat
Beautiful vistas. Shocking greenery. Bright, airy calm. Nature is magnificent, but sometimes the bug bites, poison ivy and
boot-staining mud are not. Here are five literary landscapes you can discover from the comfort of your couch.

A Girl of the
Limberlost
The U.S. is full of landscapes that capture the
imagination, but the ones
that remain are only a fraction of what once existed.
Gene Stratton-Porter has
preserved one of these lost
natural wonders, the Limberlost Swamp of Indiana,
in her bestselling 1909
book, A Girl of the Limberlost. As lonely young
Elnora Comstock roams
the swamp to collect moth
s p e c i m e n s, St ra t t o n -
Porter uses her keen
naturalist’s eye to bring
its eerie beauty, watery
dangers (quicksand!) and
unique fauna to life. She
hoped the book would
encourage conservation
of the wetlands, which
were being ravaged by oil
rigs and drained for agriculture. Read this classic
to immerse yourself in a
lost world, then console
yourself with the fact that,
due to recent conservation
efforts, a small portion of
the swamp has begun to
bounce back.
—Trisha, Publisher

A Wizard of Earthsea

Gathering Moss

Practically all of the important action in Ursula
K. Le Guin’s iconic fantasy
novel happens outdoors
on the windswept seas and
craggy islands of Earthsea.
Le Guin’s mages skip along
the enormous ocean in
small boats pushed by
winds that they command,
or they transform into
birds to fly from island to
island. As her protagonist,
Ged, travels from the harsh
island of Gont to a school
for wizards on the island
of Roke and then embarks
on a quest to hunt down a
shadow creature, Le Guin
treats readers to one stunning vista after another.
My personal favorite is the
island of Pendor, which
was once a stronghold
for pirates and outlaws
before their vast treasure
attracted the attention of
dragons. Once the dragons
took over the island, they
used the towers of Pendor
as glamorous perches
before flying off to terrorize unsuspecting villagers.
—Savanna, Associate
Editor

Recently I have fallen back
in love with moss, that
ubiquitous, unexamined
miniature landscape that
is, rather surprisingly, absolutely everywhere—on
the driveway and in sidewalk cracks, adorning
tree trunks and hiding in
the garden. It’s so small
that it can easily become
set dressing to the larger
wonders of the forest, but
through naturalist Robin
Wall Kimmerer’s eyes,
there is nothing more exciting or life-giving than
a carpet of moss. In this
loving series of personal
essays, she is a gracious
guide to the boundary
layer where mosses flourish, blending scientific
detail with poetic ruminations on her life spent observing these tiny rainforests. Her love of the mossy
world is as buoyant as deep
peat, and she leaves her
readers with a profound
sense of stewardship. If
you’re like me, you’ll soon
find any opportunity to
stop and pet the moss.
—Cat, Deputy Editor

Pilgrim at Tinker
Creek
Who better to deliver a
shock to your stay-athome system than Annie
Dillard? Pilgrim at Tinker
C re e k i s h e r n a t u re
writing masterpiece, full
of all the scenery and
savagery, tranquility and
tragedy, myster y and
miracle of the great outdoors—“beauty tangled
in a rapture with violence,” as Dillard put it.
This work of narrative
nonfiction documents a
year she spent exploring
the natural world around
her home in Virginia’s
Roanoke Valley, through
which the titular Tinker
Creek runs. Dillard plays
the part of pious sojourner, venerating monarch
butter flies, muskrats,
grasshoppers and pond
scum in prose that is alternatingly lilting and
electric. If summer’s monotony has dulled your
senses, I recommend
dipping into this iconic
collection for a jolt of
wonder.
—Christy, Associate Editor

Prodigal Summer
I read Barbara Kingsolver’s
Prodigal Summer for the
first time one summer in
Boston. I’d moved into an
attic bedroom in a sprawling old house in Lower
Allston, a neighborhood
overrun with college students like myself. It had
unfinished wood floors,
mice and no air conditioning, so I often stayed
up into the cooler hours
of the morning reading,
then caught a few hours
of sleep before I had
to head downtown for
work. Kingsolver’s tale of
the intersecting lives of
humans and creatures in
Appalachia was intoxicating. Reading it felt like
falling under an enchantment—particularly since
I was in the heart of a big
city. Kingsolver explores
the connections between
humans and nature in
many of her works, but
this is the one I find myself
returning to every year
when the trees turn green
and the sun shines warm.
—Stephanie, Associate
Editor

Each month, BookPage staff share special reading lists—our personal favorites, old and new.
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romance

Uplifting Reads
for

Summer…
The New York Times
bestselling author’s
heartwarming new series
begins with a small-town
mayor in trouble and
the undercover cop
who can untangle
the situation—but
entangles her heart.

In the debut of the
bestselling author’s
charming new series,
three book-loving
women rewrite
their own stories
over the course of
a cathartic summer.

For two sisters to ﬁnd
forgiveness and friendship,
it will take one special
summer at their remarkable
home in Maine…

by christie ridgway

H Wolf Under Fire
In Wolf Under Fire (Sourcebooks
Casablanca, $7.99, 9781728205618),
Paige Tyler introduces the Special
Threat Assessment Team, an international group tasked with stopping
threats by supernatural creatures.
While tracking down a kidnapped
child, alpha werewolf Jake Huang’s
team, including FBI-trained Jestina
Ridley, uncovers a possibly world-
destroying plot. Along the way, Jake
and Jes struggle against physical
temptation while bullets fly and
creepy creatures do not die. Are they
perhaps fated mates as spoken of in
werewolf lore? And how can Jes trust a
dangerous man who isn’t fully human?
This well-balanced blend of sizzle, supernatural intrigue and suspense is
also imaginative: One team member is a “technopath” who can communicate with electronics. Wolf Under Fire is superb, exciting and escapist fare.

Say Yes to the Duke
Eloisa James takes us back to Georgian
times in Say Yes to the Duke (Avon, $7.99,
9780062878069). Viola Astley, step-member
of the infamous Wilde clan, must make her
debut before she can declare herself a spinster for life. But she soon encounters the enigmatic and autocratic Duke of Wynter, who’s
in search of a wife and thinks a Wilde daughter would be perfect—which means he must
overcome Viola’s innate shyness to persuade
her to become his bride. The delightful Wildes
light up the story with humor and energy.
James’ vivid descriptions of fashion are a treat,
allowing readers to immerse themselves in
this very satisfying romance. A professor of English literature, James often
freshens a plot with something unique; in this case, it’s the production
of a medieval biblical play. This romance is enchanting in every respect.

The Boyfriend Project
In an unforgettable
new novel, four friends
from college revisit their
true ambitions,
determined to fulﬁll
their pledge to each
other…and themselves.
AVA I L A B L E E VERYW H ERE
B O O K S A R E S OLD
ENSINGTONBOOKS.COM

The Boyfriend Project (Forever, $14.99,
9781538716625) by Farrah Rochon is a thoroughly modern workplace romance with a
bonus handful of scene-stealing friends. Successful software engineer Samiah Brooks goes
viral when she confronts a cheating boyfriend,
which leads her and the two other women he
deceived to swear off dating for six months.
Of course, this is exactly when Samiah meets
new hire Daniel Collins. She resists her attraction as long as she can, but soon they’re both
succumbing, even though Daniel has a secret
that could spell disaster. Samiah’s struggles to
balance work, dreams and love will resonate with readers of this clever,
pleasurable read.

Christie Ridgway is a lifelong romance reader and a published romance
novelist of over 60 books.
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q&a | alisha rai

BookPage

From Twitter nightmare
to true love

®

is now on

After becoming the subject of a popular thread on social
media, an ex-model finds love in the arms of her devoted
bodyguard in Alisha Rai’s Girl Gone Viral.

Bookshop.org
Books recommended by BookPage
can be found in our store at
bookshop.org/shop/bookpage
© ALISHA RAI

Girl Gone Viral was partly inspired by
the #PlaneBae debacle. For readers
who are unfamiliar, can you summarize that cringeworthy moment in
Twitter history?
It was a situation where two strangers’ conversation on an airplane was
live-tweeted by a third party. It went
viral as a feel-good meet-cute, but not
that many users initially seemed to care
whether the “couple” had asked for or
consented to the whole phenomenon.

Did this second book in your Modern
Love series have a different concept before #PlaneBae happened? Had
you always planned to incorporate the downside of social media fame?
Nope! The premise was always the same. Having a date live-tweeted has
long been a fear of mine, so I’ve been wanting to write about this intersection of social media and consent for a while. I think social media has
created a world where we see people not as people but as characters for
our entertainment, and if someone is a character, I probably won’t feel like
they have as much of a right to privacy as someone I consider a real live
human. As technology grows and expands, I really think it’s important for
our society to continue to have conversations about what we owe to each
other in terms of privacy and consent, and the impact that being dragged
into the spotlight can have on a person’s life.
I appreciate how your books focus on mental health and how your
characters navigate this aspect of their lives. What motivates you to include this in your romances?
I try to write characters who are as realistic as possible, and in reality, people’s brains are wonderfully unique. It’s a
part of a person that makes up the whole,
and if you see a character as a whole person,
it’s hard not to be sensitive to them. Plus I
love therapy. It’s helped me a lot, and I’m
always looking for ways to destigmatize
mental health care.

Girl Gone Viral
Avon, $15.99
9780062878137

Contemporary
Romance

You’re my go-to recommendation for
people who love a hot, angsty romance.
What draws you to writing about these
sorts of emotions? Do you ever see yourself flipping the switch and writing a
completely fluffy, closed-door love story?
Sure—anything could happen. Changing
things up is how I keep my writing as fresh as
possible. I actually think Girl Gone Viral has
a slightly different vibe than even the first
book in this series. It’s sweeter, quieter and
a little simpler. I don’t know how much of
that is the story, the characters or the idyllic
peach farm setting.
—Amanda Diehl

Support independent bookstores:
shop online with
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cover story | audiobook month

The power of performance
Audiobooks are better than ever. Actor Ben Miles,
the new voice of Hilary Mantel’s Wolf Hall Trilogy,
discusses the latest boom in auditory storytelling.
What’s driving the audiobook renaissance? Smartphones have a lot to
do with it, as do the rise of podcasts and the public’s insatiable desire
for high-quality content. But when you boil it all down, audiobooks are
booming because we love to hear stories, and we now have the tech and
tools at our fingertips to do so anytime, anywhere.
Acclaimed English actor Ben Miles agrees. He’s
the voice behind Hilary Mantel’s two-time Booker
Prize-winning Wolf Hall Trilogy, which charts
Thomas Cromwell’s meteoric rise and fall. The
audiobook for the final novel in the series, The
Mirror & the Light, was released on March 10, and
new audio productions of the first two books, Wolf
Hall and Bring Up the Bodies, also read by Miles, are
slated for release this summer.
The Mirror & the Light
“Audiobooks are doing so well for a number of
Macmillan Audio, 38 hours
reasons, but ultimately, people always love a story,”
Miles says by phone from London. “Telling and lisHistorical Fiction
tening to stories is a vital, unstoppable human instinct and desire.”
readers and those who don’t.
Miles has worked in nearly every medium posAccording to the Audio Publishers Associsible for an actor—radio, film, theater, television—
ation (APA), audiobooks are by far the fastest
and is known for his roles as Patrick Maitland in
growing format in the publishing industry and
the BBC comedy “Coupling” and, more recently,
have driven double-digit revenue growth for the
Peter Townsend in the acclaimed Netflix drama
past seven years. To give you a clearer sense of
“The Crown.” He also spent years playing Cromthe demand: When Amazon acquired Audible in
well in Tony Award-nominated stage adaptations
2008, it had 88,000 titles; now it has more than
of Wolf Hall and Bring Up the Bodies. This is Miles’
470,000.
first audiobook project, and he says he’s loved getBen Miles & Hilary Mantel
Then there’s this year, which has brought the
ting back into Cromwell’s head and revisiting 16th-
publishing industry to its knees. As coronavirus
century England.
shutdowns swept across the nation in March and April, masses of people
It’s no wonder that Mantel personally selected Miles to narrate her
turned to audiobooks. Libro.fm, the Seattle-based audiobook company
books. He knows these stories inside and out, and he and Mantel have
that launched the #ShopBookstoresNow campaign to benefit indepenworked closely during the audiobook productions, exchanging lengthy
dent bookstores during this period of layoffs and closures, grew its mememails about Cromwell’s motivations and desires. Miles’ familiarity with
bership by 300% from February to March, raising its total audiobook lisMantel’s portrayal of Cromwell pervades his performance of The Mirror
tening by 70%.
& the Light, which traces Cromwell’s fall from greatness, beginning with
“Years ago, you’d gather in a room, you’d sit in the same spot and focus
the aftermath of Anne Boleyn’s beheading and ending with his own. Miles’
your attention on your radio, and you’d
voice carries the power-hungry statesman’s monumental final act with
listen to music or radio dramas
ease and a delicate nuance, as only someone with a deep understanding
or something like that,” Miles
of the story could.
muses. “Now, we have access
“With such great writing like this, you can’t put your thing on it too
to incredible stories all
much,” Miles says. “You have to be a kind of neutral filter. There is no
the time. I love that you
need to embellish it with any kind of tricks you may want to do. You just
can be driving or doing
have to tell it, to be a kind of invisible medium that connects a reader to
the washing up, but
the writer’s imagination. You ultimately want the listener to forget about
also be in Tudor
you. That’s your job done.”
England in 1536 at
The Mirror & the Light has been one of this year’s biggest print rethe same time. It’s
leases, selling more than 95,000 copies in its first three days. The audioabsolutely magical.”
book was also hotly anticipated, which isn’t surprising given the surge in
There are, of course,
popularity of the format, both among those who consider themselves avid
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downsides, namely that audiobooks and similar on-demand forms of entertainment enable us to isolate ourselves. “But I think that’s one of the
reasons why theater is still so alive,” Miles says. “There is still something
so powerful about being in a group of people who go to that one place
at that one time and witness something together that will never actually
happen again. There is still a place for that in the world.”
It’s clear that audiobooks are becoming an art form in their own right.
More titles and easier access are certainly growing audiobook listenership, but publishing houses are also pouring resources into more ambitious productions to enhance the listening experience—think immersive
soundscapes, surround sound 3D audio and, best of all, improved narrations, often by A-list television, film and theater talent. Want Elisabeth
Moss to read The Handmaid’s Tale to you as you sit in traffic? Or to listen
to Michelle Obama read her hit memoir, Becoming, while you weed your
garden? Wish granted. When readers need to get lost in a story, their favorite actors and actresses can now facilitate that with voices alone.
The real challenge of this unique kind of performance is creating a
world and characters without a visual element. As Miles explains, when
an actor is performing onstage or on-screen, he or she can say a line of
dialogue one way but express it differently with the face or body. “That
tension between what you say and what is expressed physically is often
what’s exciting about drama,” Miles says. “With audiobooks, you have to
put all that information into your voice and create a world and characters
with just that. It’s a really interesting process. I like how it strips me of the
tools I have in acting and leaves me with just one thing.”

BookPage

®

doesn’t stop here.

“Telling and listening to stories
is a vital, unstoppable human
instinct and desire.”
Narrating an audiobook can also be a rigorous endeavor. On top of
acting instincts, narrators need physical and vocal stamina. The Mirror
& the Light is 784 pages long, and the audiobook clocks in at over 38
hours. But Miles has done a lot of voice-over work as well as some radio
plays, so the process was familiar. “It’s just the length and scale that’s
new for me,” he says. “And although I did quite a bit of research for the
audiobooks, goodness knows how much work I would have had to do if I
hadn’t been in the shows and came into these books cold. I was very lucky
in that I was able to tap into what I’ve experienced already. When voicing
the characters in the book, and there are many, I recalled how the other
actors in the shows played them or remembered where Cromwell was in
the story and what his trajectory looked like at that point. I could kind of
slide right back into it.”
Mantel’s writing also made things easier, Miles adds. “Often we’d be in
the studio, and I’d see a great big pile of A4 paper and think, ‘Oh my, OK,
here we go.’ But I’d lose track of time and almost forget where I was. The
stories are so compelling and the characters are so vivid that it carries you
along, if you let it. We’d go back and review, maybe edit a couple of words.
But that was about it, because it’s so beautifully written.”
—Melinda Baker

Sign up for online
reading recommendations
in your favorite genres!

bookpage.com/newsletters
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Summer
Listening
READ BY JANUARY LAVOY
“January LaVoy gives
a gripping performance.”
—AudioFile on Under Currents

READ BY RICHARD ARMITAGE
“Just like a story written by Austen
herself, Jenner's first novel is brimming
with charming moments, endearing
characters, and nuanced relationships.”
—Booklist, starred review

READ BY TAVIA GILBERT
"Christina Clancy writes with warmth,
wit, and wisdom about fantastically
human characters. A novel of
family and place and belonging.”
—Rebecca Makkai, Pulitzer Prize
finalist for The Great Believers

READ BY ELIZABETH EYRE
AND PETER NOBLE
“A powerful, beautifully crafted story
that ratchets up the tension...and
packs a huge emotional punch."
—T.M. Logan, author of Lies

READ BY KRISTIN ATHERTON
"One of the most twisted and
entertaining plots."
—Reese Witherspoon on
The Other Woman

AVAILABLE FROM MACMILLAN AUDIO
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audio

by anna zeitlin

H Wow, No
Thank You.
Samantha Irby’s latest
essay collection, Wow,
No Thank You. (Random
House Audio, 10 hours),
is the cynical, shockingly
funny audiobook that’s
been missing from your
life. Irby is a transplant
from Chicago to suburban Michigan, plus a
stint in Hollywood, and
her fish-out-of-w ater
stories are delightfully
hilarious. A proponent of staying in, Irby makes the art of turning down
party invitations sound like the most fun you’ve ever had, and getting a
voicemail from a friend the worst of horrors. Irby is frank and fearless, so
if bodily functions make you uncomfortable, this is not the book for you.
But if you admire a bold, brash woman who clearly enjoys telling it like it
is, you won’t be able to stop laughing. Irby is already funny on the page,
but she has a special gift for comedic delivery, and her narration adds even
more laughs to the book.

Hitting a Straight Lick With a
Crooked Stick
Hitting a Straight Lick with a Crooked Stick
(HarperAudio, 9 hours), edited by Genevieve
West, collects a variety of Harlem Renaissance legend Zora Neale Hurston’s early
short stories. It’s a fascinating time capsule
of early 20th-century urban and rural life,
with roots in African American folklore. Narrator Aunjanue Ellis, an actor you may know
from ABC’s “Quantico,” has a warm, liquid voice and a poetic rhythm that
brings Hurston’s stories to life. Her narration makes Hurston’s signature
dialect feel natural and modern, and her emotional performance lends
additional depth to Hurston’s already strong characters.

Miss Austen
Gill Hornby’s novel Miss Austen (Macmillan Audio, 11 hours) follows Jane Austen’s
sister, Cassandra, as an elderly woman in
1840 England. Cassandra attempts to preserve Jane’s legacy by finding and destroying
emotionally revealing letters that Jane wrote
to a friend. Janeites will enjoy the story’s
romance, mystery and social observations,
but Hornby deals with aging and regret in a
way the English novelist was never able to do, and fans will be surprised
by some of Miss Austen’s most honest moments. Cassandra’s story beautifully addresses how history chooses to remember women—and the way
that, for the most part, it doesn’t remember them at all. As a writer who is
the sister of a famous author (Nick Hornby), Hornby is the perfect person
to tell this tale, and actor Juliet Stevenson provides a very proper English
narration that’s fitting for the early Victorian setting.

Anna Zeitlin is an art curator and hat maker who fills her hours
with a steady stream of audiobooks.

Whether you stay home or get away,

WE’VE GOT SUMMER
READING COVERED!

Enter for a chance to win this Gallery of Great Books!
Visit bookpage.com/contests for details.
See complete rules and regulations at bookpage.com/contests.
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interview | brit bennett

Sister act
Following her acclaimed debut, The Mothers, Brit Bennett’s
novel introduces readers to twin sisters whose lives
take dramatically different paths.
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calls “an interesting and inherently contradictory topic. . . . I
remember being so confused
as I was watching [the film],
like why would somebody
do this?” Later, Bennett read
Nella Larsen’s powerful 1929
novel, Passing. “I wanted to
write about passing in a way
that wasn’t judgmental,” she
recalls. “What is it that leads
somebody to make this big,
dramatic choice?”
Another influence was
Elizabeth Greenwood’s book
Playing Dead, an entertaining
investigation into people who
fake their deaths, disappear
from their lives or otherwise
hit the restart button. “I often
fantasize about
going somewhere
no one knows
you,” Bennett
admits. “I started
to think of Stella’s
passing as that
type of thing—a
kind of psychological death that she
initiates in order
to divorce herself
from this really
painful path and
to have a chance
to create a new
life for herself.
The idea of deathfaking allowed me
to think about her
emotional state in
a way that was a little bit removed from the historical legacy of passing.”
As the narrative moves from the 1950s to the
’90s, Bennett dissects not only the concept of
sisterhood but also the notion of “the sister as
a kind of alternate self.” Despite their estrangement, Stella and Desiree share a traumatic
memory of their father being lynched by white
men, which they witnessed as children through
a crack in their closet door. Bennett masterfully
explores the idea of inherited trauma and how
it might affect the next generation, especially
Kennedy, who “has no way to understand or
even know what she has inherited.”

The Vanishing Half
Riverhead, $27, 9780525536291

Family Saga
The Vanishing Half is a dazzling examination of how history affects personal decisions,
and vice versa. In Bennett’s own
life, she says that graduating
from college during a recession
“allowed me to take this big
risk and go to Michigan for my
MFA.” When The Mothers was
released, she learned an important lesson—that “so much
about publishing a book is out
of your control.” Of course, such knowledge
could hardly prepare her for the fact that The
Vanishing Half would be released in the midst
of a global pandemic.
But as a helpful writer friend suggested,
“Focus on the things you can control, and the
rest, you have to kind of let go.” So that’s what
Bennett’s doing: sharing the good news on her
poignant new novel. “I just like big stories,” she
says. “I like stories that announce themselves
as stories.”
—Alice Cary
© EMMA TRIM

Brit Bennett announced herself to the literary
world in 2016 with her bestselling first novel,
The Mothers. She now offers her second, a remarkable multigenerational saga called The
Vanishing Half. Her storytelling savvy is evident
from the opening hook: One of the “lost twins”
of Mallard, Louisiana, has returned.
The lost twins are Stella and Desiree Vignes,
who ran away at age 16 in 1954. Fourteen years
later, Desiree is back, walking down the road
with her “black as tar” daughter, Jude, beside her.
Such a detail is of particular interest in Mallard,
which was established by its late founder as a
place for people “who would never be accepted
as white but refused to be treated as Negroes.”
He hoped to create a “more perfect Negro,” with
each “generation
lighter than the one
“I like stories
before.”
that announce
While Desiree’s
return
causes quite
themselves as
a stir, no one has
yet heard from
stories.”
Stella, who turned
her back on not only her twin but also the rest
of her family and is now passing for white. She
married her white boss and lives in California,
but neither her husband nor their daughter,
Kennedy, has any inkling of Stella’s big secret.
Although this is not an autobiographical
story, the invention of Mallard is inspired by anecdotes from Bennett’s mother, who grew up in
Jim Crow Louisiana and spoke of a town whose
inhabitants placed extreme importance on skin
tones. “I was very curious about what it would
be like to grow up in a place that is so insular
and also very obsessed with this idea of skin
color,” Bennett says, speaking from her home
in Brooklyn. She read academic articles about
similar towns, but she could never locate the
exact place her mother remembered—which
intrigued her all the more. “It took on a more
mythological feel,” she says.
Bennett’s mother inspired The Vanishing Half
in other ways as well. Like Desiree, Bennett’s
mother worked as an FBI fingerprint examiner
in Washington, D.C. And like Stella, she left Louisiana for California, which is where Bennett
grew up. But what would her mother’s life have
been like if she’d stayed in the South? “Being able
to explore both versions of [her] timeline was
part of my own kind of selfish curiosity,” Bennett says.
The 1959 movie Imitation of Life was Bennett’s
introduction to the idea of passing, which she

Visit BookPage.com to read our starred
review of The Vanishing Half.

feature | father’s day

Distinguished dads
June 21 is Father’s Day, and we’ve lined up a trio of terrific reads that are sure to please Pop.
Focusing on famous fathers, these books provide one-of-a-kind insights
into the duties of dadhood and the triumphs and trials of parenting.
In Let’s Never Talk About
This Again (Grand Central,
$27, 9781538748671), Sara
Faith Alterman, producer
of “The Mortified Podcast,”
tells the strange-but-true
story of her seemingly conservative father, Ira, and
his surprising career as a
popular author of novelty
sex books. As a dad, Ira is
attentive, loving and, to all
appearances, a fuddy-duddy
of the first order—the sort
of guy who insists on saying
“bottom” instead of “butt”
and considers coffee an
adult beverage. Alterman
learns about his writing life
at the age of 12 when she
discovers a collection of
his titles in the living room.
Ira’s kinky vocation is a topic
that goes unbroached in the
family for years, until he’s
diagnosed with Alzheimer’s
disease and decides to make
a comeback in the bawdy book business.
From this surreal family scenario, Alterman has crafted a narrative that’s
affectionate yet fierce, filled with lively
anecdotes of her Boston upbringing and
with soul-searching exploration as she
works to reconcile the conflicting sides
of Ira, who died in 2015 at the age of 70.
“A cheddar sharp cheeseball who couldn’t
resist a pun” is how Alterman describes
him, but, as she comes to realize, Ira was
also a passionate person with a private
inner life. Alterman is a top-notch comic
writer, and fans of Chris Offutt’s memoir
My Father the Pornographer or the podcast “My Dad Wrote a Porno” will especially love this smart, compelling chronicle of family connections and the foibles
and contradictions that make us human.
Comedian Mike Birbiglia comes to
terms with his own foibles as a father
in The New One: Painfully True Stories
From a Reluctant Dad (Grand Central, $28, 9781538701515). In this funny,
candid memoir, which was inspired by his hit Broadway show The New
One, Birbiglia muses upon his former—and profound—aversion to becoming a father, the path that brought him to parenthood and the ways
in which playing the role of papa has forever altered him.
Birbiglia is a stand-up comedy star and actor (“Broad City,” “Orange

Is the New Black”), and he’s as amusing on the page as he is onstage and
on-screen. An affable narrator with humility and good humor, he tracks
his evolution from a guy who’s resolute about not reproducing to a
father whose laptop holds 4,326 photos of his infant daughter. Along
the way, he opens up about the toll of traveling for comedy gigs and
his ongoing weight and health struggles.
But his main focus is newbie parenthood with its attendant adjustments, such as when he’s forced to relinquish his beloved couch—
the first item of furniture he purchased as an
adult—to his daughter,
because it’s the only place
she’ll sleep. (He describes
this experience as being
“evicted from your own
life.”) His perspectives are
complemented by clever
poems from his wife, J.
Hope Stein, which appear
throughout the book.
Seasoned and rookie
dads alike will appreciate
Birbiglia’s comic riffs on
family life. His memoir is a
can’t-miss gift that’s sure to
make ’em laugh.
Celebrity dads take
center stage in the anthology To Me, He Was
Just Dad: Stories of
Growing Up With Famous
Fathers (Artisan, $22.95,
9781579659349), edited
by Joshua David Stein. An
intriguing collection of
essays written by the children of actors, authors, inventors, sports heroes and scientists, the book gives readers
the lowdown on what it’s like to be raised by a legend.
Frequently funny and consistently intimate, the essays
reveal surprising truths about their subjects. Erin Davis
shares fond on- and offstage memories of his dad, Miles
Davis, that belie the musician’s brooding public persona.
Isabelle Bridges Boesch recalls cherished childhood moments with her father, actor Jeff Bridges. Having the Dude
for a dad, she writes, is “like having the greatest, most
imaginative friend in the world.” Zoe Jackson, daughter of
Samuel L. Jackson, describes the swaggering, unflappable
star as “a big nerd, in the best way possible.”
In the book’s introduction, Stein asks, “How wide is the
gap between what the public thinks of notable men and
what the sons or daughters of those men experience?”
These essays offer an answer. Kurt Vonnegut, Leonard
Nimoy, Carl Sagan and Kareem Abdul-Jabbar are also included in this showcase of prominent papas. Rare family photos give the
book extra appeal. Stein, who is editor-at-large at Fatherly, a digital brand
that offers parenting resources, delivers a great read for dads everywhere
with this touching tribute to family men.
—Julie Hale
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feature | summer reading

When the sun is high and a summer
afternoon stretches out before you
with zero expectations, a great book—
read for inspiration, thrills or pure
enjoyment—is all you need.

H Happy and You Know It

For readers who want the fun of reality
TV but the heart of a good drama
Laura Hankin’s Happy and You Know It (Berkley,
$26, 9781984806239) is the sort of novel that can
suck a reader in and hold them until a whole
day has passed, but it’s also a multidimensional
story with riches revealed through close attention. After Claire is fired from her band, she’s
trying to pay her way through New York City life,
and a gig as a playgroup musician will have to
do. The mothers in the group are wealthy and
wellness-obsessed, but they easily incorporate
Claire into their lives, and she welcomes the inclusion. As the playgroup moms work out their
insecurities—within themselves and within
their friendships—the metaphorical masks
they wear begin to slip. With a light hand and
a touch of mystery, Hankin’s debut explores
feminism, class and the expectations placed on
mothers. This is a romp with substance, consumed as easily as a beach read but offering
ample opportunities for self-reflection.
—Carla Jean Whitley

Safecracker

For readers who want fiery pacing
Michael Maven is a New York thief who’s very
good at his job and thinks that his next gig,
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8 ways to spend

stealing a rare coin from a rich guy’s apartment,
should be easy. Then the job is interrupted by a
mysterious woman, and within a matter of days,
Michael finds himself at the center of a deadly
web of drug cartels, crooked cops, the FBI and
the woman who very nearly killed him—twice.
Tight, thrilling and charming, Safecracker
(Thomas Dunne, $26.99, 9781250203717) is
a new take on the classic “crook-in-over-hishead” crime story, unfolding through Michael’s
effortlessly cool narration. In prose that calls to
mind the breeziest work of crime legends like
Elmore Leonard, author Ryan Wick drives his
narrative forward like a freight train. It’s expertly paced, witty and surprising, while also retaining a sense of the familiar that only comes from
a love of the genre.
—Matthew Jackson

The Madwoman and the
Roomba

For readers looking for the humor in
housework
In The Madwoman and the Roomba (Norton,
$25.95, 9780393249200), Sandra Tsing Loh finds
comedy in the indignities and absurdities of
contemporary life while chronicling her 55th
year. In two earlier nonfiction books, Loh adjusted to motherhood and went through a rocky
divorce. This time, Loh is happily divorced and
happily post-menopausal but still recording her
life with let-it-all-hang-out charm. She recalls
her embarrassing, claustrophobic freakout at
the March for Science and tries to unleash her
inner midlife goddess while parenting two teenagers. She describes her efforts to improve her

terrible front yard, hire a painter, understand
her malfunctioning high-tech fridge and follow
her new cookbook’s recipes. Loh’s tone is chatty
and self-deprecating, like having a glass of wine
or a long phone call with your favorite witty,
goofy friend. Because the narrative is loosely
structured, you can read straight through or just
dip into an essay when the mood strikes.
—Sarah McCraw Crow

H The Obsidian Tower

For readers who believe that any season
can be the season of the witch
In the kingdom of Morgrain, there is a castle.
In that castle is a great black tower. And inside
that tower, behind innumerable and impenetrable enchantments, is a door that should
never be opened. Ryx, who has the power to kill
anything she touches, is the Warden charged
with keeping it safe. When a visiting mage ventures too close to the magic of the tower, Ryx
finds herself at the heart of an international
crisis. She must use all of her wits and talent to
keep Morgrain, and the world, safe from unspeakable ruin. Like any good mystery, Melissa
Caruso’s The Obsidian Tower (Orbit, $16.99,
9780316425094) slowly feeds the reader clue
after clue, never fully revealing everything at
once. But this book has moments of real pain
and longing that have nothing to do with magic
or towers. Not being able to have physical
contact with anyone has changed Ryx, and the
choices she makes to subvert or embrace this
fact are beautiful and terrible—which makes
her eventual confrontation with some very
nasty magic all the more satisfying.
—Chris Pickens

a summer day

My Kind of People

For readers who find strength in
community
Sky is only 10 years old, but she’s experienced
as much pain and confusion as someone three
times her age. Although she was abandoned at a
fire station as a newborn, she found a home with
her adoptive parents. Now she’s starting over
again, and this time she’s old enough to be aware
of the pain. Sky’s adoptive parents have died in
a car crash, and their will designates that Leo,
Sky’s father’s best friend from childhood, will
become her guardian. Leo is torn up at the loss
of his friend, and now he must create a loving
home for Sky. Her presence sends Leo and his
husband, Xavier, into a tailspin. In My Kind of
People (Atria, $17, 9781982137151), novelist Lisa
Duffy paints a portrait of a community of people
trying to find out who they are—and with whom
they can be themselves. As neighbors jump in
to help raise Sky, or to weigh in on what Leo
could do better, Sky and Leo wrestle with their
understanding of their changing circumstances. Duffy’s story is sweet but never cloying, and
she’s unafraid to depict uncomfortable circumstances as the tale unfolds.
—Carla Jean Whitley

H Last Tang Standing

For readers who say they hate drama but
actually love it
It is a truth universally acknowledged that
mothers will meddle in their daughters’ love
lives. For Andrea Tang, a successful 33-year-old
lawyer in Singapore, that truism extends to her
aunties, cousins and anyone else who can claim

relation to her. What everyone wants to know is,
when will she get married? After ending a longterm relationship, Andrea feels the pressure to
find The One while also putting in as many billable hours as possible to secure a partnership
in her law firm. Her friends offer support, but
Andrea can’t stop thinking about Suresh, her
officemate and competition for partner. He’s
annoying, engaged to a beautiful but domineering Londoner and not at all Andrea’s type.
Except that he’s exactly her type. Author Lauren
Ho is a former attorney, and her debut novel is
a blast. With a relatable, laugh-out-loud protagonist, Last Tang Standing (Putnam, $16,
9780593187814) is a near-perfect blend of Crazy
Rich Asians and Bridget Jones’s Diary, yet it still
feels wholly original.
—Amy Scribner

Look

For readers who miss their feminist film
studies class
In Zan Romanoff’s YA novel Look (Dial, $17.99,
9780525554264), Lulu Shapiro has mastered
Flash, a Snapchat-like app that shares her perfectly edited life with 10,000 followers. But a
racy Flash, meant to be private, accidentally
goes public, and now everyone has seen Lulu
being intimate with another young woman. Her
classmates think she just did it for attention,
but Lulu is bisexual and fears what sharing this
truth about herself could mean for her popularity. Then Lulu meets the beguiling Cass and her
friend Ryan, a trust-fund kid refurbishing an old
hotel. With no phones allowed at the hotel, Lulu
experiences a social life less focused on carefully curated images. She feels like she can truly be
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herself—until an abuse of trust brings it all crashing down. Anyone who has engaged in content
creation—even just photos on Instagram—will
have a lot to chew on regarding the praise and
scorn women experience based on how they
depict themselves. The cast of characters is
almost entirely teens, but older readers will take
a lot from Look as well. Self-commodification
hardly started with Snapchat, after all.
—Jessica Wakeman

Rockaway

For readers ready to ride a wave of
emotion
In 2010, following her divorce, Diane Cardwell finds herself shuffling listlessly through
her life and work as a New York Times reporter.
Casting about for an assignment, she heads out
to Montauk, Long Island, and spies a group of
surfers out in the shimmering surf. Transfixed by
this group of men and women, she begins trekking out to Rockaway Beach from her Brooklyn
apartment to take lessons and join her newfound troop. Cardwell dives into surfing, alternating between fear of failure and dogged determination. As she gains confidence and develops
her own style, she moves to Rockaway Beach,
buys a little cottage and a board and thrives in
her new neighborhood. When Hurricane Sandy
hits in 2012, she rides it out in Rockaway with
some of her friends, and they emerge as an even
more tightknit community. In Rockaway (HMH,
$26, 9780358067788), Cardwell’s moving story
washes over the reader with its emotionally rich
portrayal of the ragged ways we can embrace our
vulnerabilities in order to overcome them.
—Henry L. Carrigan Jr.
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H Drifts

By Kate Zambreno

Literary Fiction
In Drifts (Riverhead, $26,
9780593087213), Kate Zambreno
ponders an early self-portrait by
German artist Albrecht Dürer.
Drawn from his own mirrored reflection, the portrait is realistic except
for Dürer’s hand, which had been
too busy sketching to model for the
drawing. “Perhaps it’s impossible to
record the self at the immediate moment of contemplation,” Zambreno
writes. She tries it anyway: “The
publishing people told me that I was
writing a novel, but I was unsure.”
Zambreno is the author of six
previous books, most of which defy easy categorization. Roxane Gay, in her 2012 essay “How
We All Lose,” describes Zambreno’s Heroines

Kept Animals
By Kate Milliken

Coming of
Age
On one level,
Kate Milliken’s
dark and beautifully written
debut is the
story of three
young women
whose lives
become inextricably entangled
one summer. On
another level,
it’s a meditative,
multigenerational saga about love, loss, the inheritance of trauma and decades-long secrets.
The novel alternates between two different
periods, settings and perspectives, offering insights into how one generation’s actions shape
the next.
The coming-of-age storyline unfolds over
the summer and fall of 1993, when wildfires
ravaged the Southern California landscape.
Rory, June and Vivian occupy radically different
socioeconomic worlds, but emotionally, their
lives are similar. All three girls are grappling
with their sexuality, and all three have difficult,
neglectful parental relationships.
Rory is the talented and hardworking daughter of a barmaid and an unknown father. (All
her mother will tell her is “Your father wasn’t

as a “hybrid
text that is part
manifesto, part
memoir, and
part searing literary criticism”
and praises its
unashamed
subjectivity.
This description
could readily apply to Drifts. The
title comes from
Zambreno’s experiments with a
new form. Rather than combat
“monkey brain,”
as her yoga instructor calls the
conscious mind
in its chaotic, web-enabled 21st-century state,
Zambreno’s “drifts” lean into it, seeking to honor
and somehow capture the distracted present

anything.”) She develops intense, complicated
relationships with both June and Vivian. Rory’s
loving but deeply flawed stepfather, Gus, cares
for Rory and takes her under his wing, bringing her with him everywhere and teaching her
about horses. Their bond and much of the novel’s action revolve around the world of ranching.
Unfortunately, Gus is also an alcoholic who
ends up failing himself and those he loves.
The negative consequences of Gus’ actions
reverberate far and wide, yet he’s one of the
most sympathetic characters in the book. That
duality is part of what makes this novel so
absorbing, even as tragedies accumulate to an
almost overwhelming extent.
In the second timeline, which takes place in
Wyoming two decades later, at least two of the
main characters have made it out alive, but an
undeniable sense of loss still hangs over them.
It’s in that context that Rory’s daughter, Charlie, investigates the events that have shaped
her family, including what happened to her
mother that summer in California.
These questions, and an indelible sense
of mystery, propel the story forward despite
its sometimes languid pacing and sense of
incipient tragedy. Vivid, lyrical prose further
enriches the novel’s appeal. It’s fitting that this
novel bears an epigraph from a short story by
Annie Proulx, as Milliken’s style is sometimes
reminiscent of Proulx’s “Brokeback Mountain.”
Much like Proulx’s masterpiece, Kept Animals
(Scribner, $27, 9781501188589) is a wonderfully complex story that’s well worth reading, but
no one should go into it expecting romance.
—Carole V. Bell

tense. “I wanted my novel, if that’s what it was,
to be about time and the problem of time,” as
well as “the problem with dailiness—how to
write the day when it escapes us.”
The cast of characters includes the writer’s
partner, her dog, her neighbors and her correspondents, but also Rilke, Kafka and Dürer, to
name a few. And yes—quite a lot happens, even
if the action isn’t necessarily the plot. To that
end, Drifts is a kind of inverted mindfulness exercise in book form, fixed on pinning moments
down like so many butterflies. Zambreno has
abstained from the novelist’s traditional task of
keeping a story arc aloft.
If this sounds like veiled criticism, it isn’t,
though it probably should be taken as a warning
to anyone hungry for more conventional fare.
But for readers in the mood for an adventure,
this is a giddily enjoyable read, emotionally
conspiratorial in tone, full of brilliant critical
observations and realistic depictions of the
dramas in a modern artist’s daily life, the small
ones as well as the life-altering ones.
—Kathryn Justice Leache

All My Mother’s Lovers
By Ilana Masad

Family
Drama
I only had to
read the title of
Ilana Masad’s
debut novel to
be hooked. It
doesn’t spoil
the plot to learn
that within the
first few pages of All My
Mother’s Lovers
(Dutton, $27,
9781524745974),
the mother in question, Iris, dies, leaving
behind her daughter, Maggie; her husband,
Peter; her son, Ariel; and at least some of the
titular lovers.
Iris left each of these men a letter to be read
in the event of her death. Maggie, appalled at
the revelation of her mother’s secret life, takes
it upon herself to hand-deliver them. Lucky for
her, all these chaps live within driving distance.
Like Maggie, the reader spends much of the
novel wondering why Iris, whose marriage and
family have been a source of endless joy, would
want to step out on her husband—and not
once, but multiple times until the day of her
death. Was she trying to work out the trauma
of her ghastly first marriage? Sort of, but not
really. The reasons don’t add up, reminding
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the reader of life’s untidiness. Maggie, after all,
knew her mother for 27 years and had no idea
who she really was. Indeed, the two women
were pretty opaque to each other. Iris could
never quite approve of her daughter’s sexuality,
and Maggie actually believed, for a long time,
that her mother disliked her.
Masad’s writing style is easy and straightforward, even if her characters aren’t. Maggie
was a bit of a mess even before her mother’s
death. She’s prickly, rude and histrionic but
craves love even as she’s wary of it. She and
Ariel have made a lifelong game out of being
mean to each other, and both children are
polar opposites of their gentle, wise, accepting
dad. Masad gives Peter a counterpart in Maggie’s meltingly sweet girlfriend, Lucia. It’s not
a coincidence that the beginning and end of
the novel find Lucia and Maggie in an intimate
situation.
A story of good but difficult characters and
the openhearted people who love them, All
My Mother’s Lovers is a compassionate and
insightful work.
—Arlene McKanic

The Down Days
By Ilze Hugo

Speculative
Fiction
A mysterious
illness grips a
country. The
public health
department
scrambles to
respond and enforce mandatory
quarantines.
It’s a story that
could have been
ripped from
headlines about
the coronavirus. But that’s where the similarities with The Down Days (Skybound, $26,
9781982121549) end—at least we should hope
so, or else we’re in for a wild ride.
The Down Days is set in Sick City, a coastal
African city afflicted with a deadly laughter
epidemic that has turned society upside down.
People have reorganized their daily lives around
not getting sick and making a quick buck
however they can. Although the Virus Patrol
and mandatory health checks give the appearance of a government in charge, residents are
increasingly suspicious. Rumors abound that
the citizenry is being doped with hallucinogens,
and lately, rumors carry as much weight as the
truth. After all, why put your faith in science if it
can’t explain—or cure—this disease?
At the center of the novel is Faith, a “dead
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collector” who is asked by a teen girl to find
her missing baby brother. But in the twisty
plot of The Down Days, the fates of a dozen
characters are woven together, including some
who turn out to be ghosts. The line between
the living world and the afterlife has blurred,
and Sick City must contend with the goings-on
of the spiritual realm along with everyday
existence. It’s complicated, and the reader
doesn’t know any better than the characters
about what’s real, what’s a hallucination, who
is a ghost or who is a charlatan. Ultimately, the
novel asks you to imagine an alternate reality
that constantly changes shape.
Readers who enjoy meaty speculative fiction
like The Power by Naomi Alderman will find
much to chew on in The Down Days, which
poses extremely timely questions about faith,
authority, hope and conspiracy theories.
—Jessica Wakeman

A Burning

The story rotates through the three characters’ points of view and occasionally the
perspectives of other peripheral characters.
The chapters are very short, sometimes only
a page or two, giving the novel a fast-moving,
staccato feel.
A Burning touches on issues that complicate
life in India today: Hindu-Muslim conflict,
political corruption, the promises and failures
of a political system, the pressures of extreme
poverty, the drive to improve one’s lot in life.
Majumdar knows this world well. Born and
raised in Kolkata, India, she came to the U.S.
to attend Harvard University. She also did
graduate work in social anthropology at Johns
Hopkins University.
This challenging and distinctive novel is a
lot to balance, but Majumdar’s writing stays
grounded in these three characters’ voices and
in their daily lives and hopes.
—Sarah McCraw Crow

Super Host

By Megha Majumdar

Literary
Fiction
Megha Majumdar’s first novel
follows three characters in contemporary urban India:
Jivan, a 22-year-old
Muslim woman
who works at a
clothing store,
trying to raise
her family out of
poverty; Lovely, a
transgender beggar
woman whom Jivan tutored in English; and PT
Sir, Jivan’s former gym teacher who’s sure he
deserves more respect and improved middle-
class creature comforts.
A Burning (Knopf, $25.95, 9780525658696)
opens the day after terrorists attack a commuter train. The attack has killed a hundred
people and captured the nation’s attention
and anger. Jivan, who saw the burning train
cars and the people trapped inside (the train
station is near Jivan’s home in the slums),
dares to comment sarcastically on Facebook
about the attack, equating the government
with terrorists. Because of these posts, Jivan
quickly becomes a suspect. Lovely and PT Sir,
meanwhile, are preoccupied with their own
ambitions. Lovely takes acting classes and aspires to get a role in a movie, and PT Sir stumbles into a campaign rally for an opposition
politician and finds himself captivated. As PT
Sir gets more involved with the campaign, he
begins to do favors for the party and descends
into corruption.

By Kate Russo

Family
Drama
Bennett
Driscoll has what
you might call
a “Take It Easy”
problem. You
remember that
1972 song from
the Eagles: “I’ve
got seven women on my mind
/ Four that want
to own me / Two
that want to
stone me / One says she’s a friend of mine . . .”
In Super Host (Putnam, $27,
9780593187708), the first novel from Kate
Russo (daughter of Richard Russo), Bennett
has been taking it a little bit too easy. Once
a painter of note, he has slid mindlessly into
an indeterminate middle age, where he has
been abandoned, in rather quick fashion,
by critical notoriety, wealth, his gallery, his
wife and any real sense of purpose. While he
ponders how to extricate himself from several
of those situations, the wealth bit demands his
immediate attention, so he converts his estate
into a short-term rental while he occupies the
detached building that serves as a studio and
occasional living quarters.
At this point, the only notable achievement
left to Bennett is his status as a Super Host,
which he jealously guards, even as it brings
him into contact—sometimes too-close contact—with his renters, all of whom turn out
to be women. In the hands of an author with
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darker leanings, this could have morphed into
a creep show or even Psycho-esque territory,
but Russo plays on the lighter side as the women in Bennett’s life (some intentionally, some
otherwise) peel back his psyche, spurring him
closer to some degree of self-awareness.
The book lumbers out of the station a bit
leisurely at first, but like a locomotive, it gains
steam until Bennett’s life seems like it might
derail. Can he regain his painting mojo, and
even if he does, will it matter to the critics? And
what will he do when his ex-wife, his tenant
and his girlfriend all converge in competition
for his affection?
Ultimately, Bennett discovers that his great
new artistic challenge is one he hadn’t remotely
anticipated: a return to the unfinished canvas
that is his own self. And the critics he must attempt to win over aren’t the ones who write for
newspapers or magazines; they are the people
he holds most dear.
—Thane Tierney

Shiner

By Amy Jo Burns

Coming of
Age
In Amy Jo
Burns’ lyrical
first novel, the
sheltered life of
15-year-old Wren
Bird bursts open
under the weight
of family secrets
hidden deep in
the mountain
hollers of West
Virginia.
Wren is the
daughter of snake-handling preacher Briar
Bird, who holds services in an abandoned gas
station outside of the appropriately named
town of Trap. Local lore says Briar lost sight
in one eye during his youth after being struck
by lightning, an incident that has granted him
mythical status in his small congregation.
The superstitious Briar is protective of
Wren and his wife, Ruby, forcing them to live
in seclusion. Their main contact with the
outside world is through Ivy, Ruby’s lifelong
friend. When Ivy trips on the hem of her dress
and falls into an open fire, Briar heals her by
hovering his hands over her body and whispering in her ear. This apparent miracle enhances
Briar’s reputation, but it also further distances
him from Ruby, who resents the isolation he
has imposed on his family and now fears Ivy is
becoming Briar’s acolyte.
As Wren tries to grasp the consequences
of her father’s miraculous intervention, she

delves into the story of her mother, how Ruby
met Briar and the traumatic events that took
place on the eve of their wedding day. Burns
intersperses Wren’s first-person narration
with the backstory of how Ivy and Ruby’s
friendship blossomed, and how Briar and his
childhood friend Flynn grew apart. Through
this kaleidoscopic approach, Burns gives each
of her characters the opportunity to shine.
Wren learns more about her mother’s past by
uncovering an unsent letter Ivy wrote to Ruby,
and these revelations solidify Wren’s image of
her mother as a strong woman whose will has
been suppressed by solitude. Wren begins to
gain her own sense of agency as she faces the
future.
Burns—whose first book, Cinderland
(2014), is a haunting memoir of growing up in
a deindustrialized town in western Pennsylvania—is clearly no stranger to Appalachia.
Her evocative, poetic prose contrasts with the
gritty world of snake handlers, moonshiners
and opioids. At times reminiscent of books
by Bonnie Jo Campbell and Ron Rash, Shiner
(Riverhead, $27, 9780525533641) is a powerful
novel of generations linked by trauma, and of
the hope and resilience needed to break a cycle
of misery.
—Gonzalo Baeza

Swimming in the Dark
By Tomasz Jedrowski

Coming of
Age
It’s tough to
feel like you
don’t belong.
Most people
experience this
sensation at
some point, but
imagine how
intense it would
be if you were a
gay man coming
of age under a
government that
expected allegiance you weren’t prepared to
offer.
That’s the situation in which Polish university student Ludwik Glowacki finds himself
in Swimming in the Dark (William Morrow,
$26.99, 9780062890009), a moving work set in
1980 and 1981. These were the early years of
Solidarity (the first independent labor union in
a Soviet-bloc country), which led to communist
Poland’s declaration of martial law. When the
government crackdown begins in ’81, Ludwik
is living in New York. Radio reports of unrest rekindle memories of his homeland, specifically
of the young man with whom he fell in love.

Most of this novel consists of flashbacks
to events of the previous year. Ludwik meets
Janusz at a work education camp shortly after
they graduate from university. The two young
men develop a friendship and swim together at
a nearby river. Ludwik recommends Giovanni’s
Room, the James Baldwin novel he hoped to
make the subject of his dissertation. Soon they
fall in love, an affair they have to hide.
But reality disrupts their idyll. As Ludwik’s
mother and grandmother teach him about
their country’s oppressive postwar history,
Janusz becomes an enthusiastic member of
the ruling party. Ludwik is forced to choose
between the love of a man whose politics he
questions and his desire to emulate Baldwin’s
gay protagonist and leave his country to escape oppression.
First-time author Tomasz Jedrowski, born
in Germany to Polish parents, sometimes tries
too hard to be poetic (“the sun was already
up, soft and new like a freshly peeled egg”),
and Swimming in the Dark is a simpler affair
than such recent works of gay literature as
Garth Greenwell’s Cleanness. But Jedrowski is a
sympathetic observer of politics, the personal
as well as the governmental. Readers will find
much to admire in this sensitive depiction
of the awareness that is created when your
sexuality and politics run up against society’s
norms.
—Michael Magras

The Daughters of Erietown
By Connie Schultz

Family Saga
Journalist
Connie Schultz
won a Pulitzer
Prize for her
columns in
Cleveland’s The
Plain Dealer,
stories that “provided a voice for
the underdog
and underprivileged.” So it
should come as
no surprise that
her debut novel, The Daughters of Erietown
(Random House, $28, 9780525479352), is a
plain-spoken elegy to small-town, working-
class women with big stories to tell.
The novel opens with a prologue set in 1975,
as college-bound Samantha “Sam” McGinty is
leaving behind her hometown, Erietown, but
carrying plenty of emotional baggage along
with her vintage suitcase. On the road trip to
Kent State, she’s accompanied by her parents,
Brick and Ellie, and younger brother, Reilly. It’s
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a trip that hints at Sam’s childhood scars even
before the story begins to unfold through a
series of flashbacks, starting in 1944.
After being abandoned by her ne’er-do-well
parents, Ellie is raised by her grandparents,
kind and decent folks whose old age has been
interrupted by the demands of another round
of child rearing. The youngest of 12 children,
Brick grows up with a violent, alcoholic father,
who is mourning the death of his favorite son,
killed in the war, and a loving mother, who is
also a victim of the patriarch’s wrath. By the
time Ellie and Brick are teenagers—she’s a
cheerleader, he’s the captain of the basketball
team—the young lovers are inseparable and
looking forward to college, careers and eventually marriage and a family.
But those dreams are dashed by an unplanned pregnancy, a quickie marriage and a
move to a dilapidated rental house near the
electric plant where Brick finds employment.
Before long, the young couple and their baby,
Sam, have settled into a routine, with Ellie
raising their child and visiting with friends, and
Brick turning to a corner tavern and womanizing—with catastrophic consequences.
While Schultz’s compelling narrative and
realistic characters will keep readers turning pages into the night, her eye and ear for
real-life details set this novel apart from other
domestic sagas. Part tragic love story, part powerful testament to shifting cultural norms and
the evolution of the women’s movement, The
Daughters of Erietown is an impressive first
novel with a big heart.
—Karen Ann Cullotta

Little Family
By Ishmael Beah

Coming of
Age
King’s property, king’s property, everything is
correct. Elimane,
Khoudiemata,
Ndevui, Kpindi
and Namsa—a
family born
of necessity,
rather than
blood—whistle
this phrase to
signal to one
another, warning against potential invaders in
their postcolonial African nest. Living by their
wits, the group manages to eke out something
approaching survival in the hulk of an abandoned airplane, a self-contained minisociety at
the fringes of a much larger, glaringly dysfunctional and indiscriminately hostile one.
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In Little Family (Riverhead, $27,
9780735211773), Ishmael Beah, author of the
bestselling A Long Way Gone, draws a vivid,
disturbing and yet life-affirming picture of five
young people who band together when abandoned by their families, their government and
even society itself. Fortune, they discover early
on, favors the prepared. First, Elimane hooks
up with a mysterious figure he calls William
Handkerchief, who employs the group to render certain confidential—and possibly illegal—
services. Not long thereafter, Khoudiemata is
able to deploy a combination of beauty and
backbone that lands her among the unnamed
country’s smart set.
At one juncture, a former professor and
government official turned rabble-rouser delivers an impassioned speech with sentiments
shared by many in former colonies: “Look at
all you fools, including me, celebrating an
Independence Day we didn’t fight for. Some
foreigners who didn’t own this land decided
that today you were free in a land where your
ancestors lived before they arrived. This is
why we are not free, because we have allowed
someone else to decide when and how we
should be free.” With such a universal message, Little Family could easily have been set
in Mumbai or Hong Kong, London or New
York City—any place where untold riches exist
cheek-by-jowl with soul-crushing poverty.
Sometimes, as both Elimane and Khoudiemata discover, all it takes is a chance meeting
and the skill to deliver an essential commodity
at exactly the right time to propel someone
from the outside into the inner circle. And for
myriad reasons, it might not be easy—or even
possible—to ever go back. But every bird is
forced at some point to abandon its nest, and
people are much the same—even if, unlike the
song, everything is not correct.
—Thane Tierney

The Yield

By Tara June Winch

Literary
Fiction
In Tara June
Winch’s engaging third
book, The
Yield (Harper
Via, $27.99,
9780063003460),
a young woman
named August
Gondiwindi
flies back to
Australia, rents
a car and drives
seven hours inland to the aptly named town of

Massacre Plains. This is the small town where
August grew up in the care of her grandparents.
It’s a place “where the sun slap[s] the earth
with an open palm.” It’s the place she fled as a
teenager after the traumatic disappearance of
her older sister and protector. She is returning
after many years for the funeral of her grandfather, Albert “Poppy” Gondiwindi, a revered
Wiradjuri (indigenous Australian) elder. She
soon discovers that her grandmother and family members are being evicted from their lands
because an extraction company has acquired
the mineral rights and plans to excavate a vast
open-pit tin mine.
Even with a slightly pat ending, this thread
of Winch’s narrative is irresistible, as she offers
the reader both a tactile and spiritual feel for
the forbidding landscape. Her portrayal of
August’s rediscovery of herself and her ties to
her home is moving. She presents the legacy
of oppression and strife among local indigenous people and European settlers with great
nuance.

Tara June Winch uses a
dictionary of recovered
indigenous words to
transmit a deeper story.
But it’s when this initial thread intertwines
with two other storylines that the novel fully
realizes itself. One of these narratives is a
long letter, a testimony of sorts, from an early
19th-century missionary who finds his calling
among the oppressed Wiradjuri. In contrast
to church and government powers, he comes
to oppose the policy of tearing children from
their families in order to “civilize” them. He
realizes that the supposed “stupidity” of the
indigenous people is actually a profound understanding of their environment. He worries
constantly that his ministrations are not helpful, and he discovers that his advocacy makes
him a hated outsider.
The other and most innovative thread involves excerpts from the dictionary of Wiradjuri words that Poppy begins compiling near
the end of his life. Stripping a people of their
language is a standard method for snuffing out
indigenous cultures. Poppy’s effort is an act of
resistance and affirmation. But the dictionary
appears to be lost, and one of August’s quests
is to find it.
Winch, an award-winning Aboriginal Australian writer who is now based in France, uses
this dictionary of recovered indigenous words
to transmit the deeper story of Gondiwindi
family history. We read it—and the novel as a
whole—with both sorrow and hope.
—Alden Mudge
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H Love in the Blitz
By Eileen Alexander

Letters
In the English summer of 1939, Eileen Alexander’s life seemed sun-dappled. A recent graduate of the University of Cambridge and the only
daughter in an upper-class Jewish family with
powerful political connections, she was beloved
in her circle of brilliant friends and embarking
on a promising future. Even a hospital stay
after being flung from a car could not blight her
charmed life; she began a correspondence with
the guilt-stricken driver, which quickly blossomed into flirtation, and then romance. As the
course of her life shifted abruptly and against
her will that year, like the lives of so many at
the onset of World War II, Alexander responded with unflappable humor and irrepressible
intellect, both of which shine through in Love
in the Blitz (Harper, $28.99, 9780062888808),
a collection of her letters to her paramour and
eventual husband.
Alexander’s letters were purchased by chance

Fairest

By Meredith Talusan

Memoir
Self-expression always
happens in a
cultural context.
For writer and
journalist Meredith Talusan,
the journey to
self-knowledge
was long and
very culturally
influenced.
Talusan was
raised as a boy
in an unstable home in the Philippines. As
a person with albinism, her pale skin, blond
hair and poor eyesight set her apart from
her relatives, some of whom spoke Tagalog,
some of whom spoke English. As she grew,
she gained power through her intellect and
self-awareness, earning top marks in school.
Eventually she became aware that she harbored deep feelings for boys. Had Talusan
stayed in the Philippines, she likely would have
embraced the role of “bakla,” a playful, effeminate gay man.
Instead, Talusan’s nuclear family immigrated to California shortly before their home life
imploded. In the face of her mother’s addic-

in an eBay auction, and they
detail not only
her romance with
their recipient
but countless
other moments
of humanity and
hopefulness in the
face of harrowing
circumstances.
England was
under siege, and
Alexander illustrates some of the
worst of it: air raid
warnings in the
night, the stress
of being packed
with family into a small shelter, the heartache
of lost friends and classmates. That Alexander’s
sense of humor remained so resolutely intact
throughout only serves to highlight the occasional glimpse of sadness or weariness, and you
admire her all the more for it.
Alexander’s unassailable wit makes her an ac-

tions and her father’s absence, Talusan buckled
down, continued to excel academically and was
admitted to Harvard. Here the memoir snaps
into a different register, becoming less dreamy
and more journalistic as Talusan recalls her
intellectual and sexual awakening. Rail-thin
and often assumed to be a white boy, Talusan
finds a place for herself in Harvard’s gay community by identifying as a twink, a slang term
for young gay men who are usually slim and
clean-shaven. Talusan cultivates this persona
by purchasing trendy outfits and hitting the
gym. Eventually she begins dating a man she
adores, but she feels incomplete.
Through another friendship with romantic
undertones, Talusan realizes what’s missing—
she wants the freedom to express her feminine
gender identity—and her life changes again.
She navigates what gender transition and
passing mean for her, ultimately finding yet
another cultural identity and means of self-
expression.
At each step of her journey, Talusan interrogates the complex intersection of who she
feels herself to be and how others perceive
her. Through this fearless self-awareness,
Talusan demonstrates her intellect, creativity,
sexuality and, most of all, a true dedication to
expressing her inner self. For anyone who has
wondered how their identity is impacted by
the ways others see them, Fairest (Viking, $27,
9780525561309) is an extraordinary story of
one woman’s self-reckoning.
—Kelly Blewett

cessible narrator, someone in whom
we see pieces of our friends, our sisters
and, we hope, ourselves. She flirts
salaciously with her lover, making references to their “mollocking,” gossips
cheerfully and good-naturedly about
their friends and offers hysterical
observations at every turn. For a book
of war correspondence, it’s peculiar to
note that it’s a laugh-out-loud sort of
work, but Alexander’s candor makes
her wartime experience real to us.
When she shows up for work only to
find her workplace bombed, we feel
the impact of that moment as though
we’re standing next to her. When she
stops in her tracks in one letter to wonder if she will ever forget the things she
has seen, we pause with her.
After reading Love in the Blitz, events on the
20th-century world stage no longer seem so
removed from our own age. We can only hope to
conduct ourselves as Alexander did: with tenacity, optimism, tenderness and a perfect zinger
for everything.
—Anna Spydell

H The Black Cabinet
By Jill Watts

American
History
When Franklin Delano
Roosevelt died
in 1945, he
was praised for
the significant
advances African Americans
made during his
administration.
One editorial said black
Americans had
“lost the best friend they ever had in the White
House.” The New Deal did provide African
Americans with substantial assistance and
more reason to hope, but FDR needed the support of Southern Democrats in Congress to advance his agenda, and he was reluctant to take
actions on race that would upset them. What
he was able to achieve came largely thanks to
the efforts of an informal group of black activists, intellectuals and scholars working within
the government. As historian Jill Watts shows
in her meticulously researched and beautifully
written The Black Cabinet: The Untold Story
of African Americans and Politics During the
Age of Roosevelt (Grove, $30, 9780802129109),
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these “black cabinet” members succeeded
in stopping or modifying many policies that
would have made institutionalized racism even
worse than it was.
At the center of this effort was Mary McLeod
Bethune. A passionate advocate for civil rights
and the first African American woman to head
a federal division, Bethune was an educator,
the founder of a college and a magnetic and
strong-willed personality with a talent for organizational politics. Watts includes portraits of
many other figures, as well, including Robert
Weaver, who, in the 1960s, became the first
African American to serve in a White House
cabinet position.
Two other African American women, though
not part of the black cabinet, also played
crucial roles. Eva DeBoe Jones, a Pittsburgh
manicurist, was able to organize a meeting
that led to many black voters deserting the
Republican Party. College graduate Elizabeth
McDuffie was a maid at the White House who
was close to the Roosevelts and helped manage
their relationship with the black community.
This absorbing look at a pivotal point in civil
rights activity before the 1950s and ’60s is well
done and should be of interest to us all.
—Roger Bishop

telling its same small story over and over again.
That this is all wasted on me.”
But it isn’t. Whether she’s writing about
traveling Italy in a wheelchair or managing
a classroom of adolescents in Texas, Brown
offers poetic, contemplative insight about her
experiences. Yes, these moments are all, necessarily, observed from the vantage point of her
particular body. But even when she revisits an
idea or a location, the ideas are always fresh.
Brown has won awards and acclaim for her
poetry collection The Virginia State Colony for
Epileptics and Feebleminded, and her prose is
equally lyrical. This affinity for poetry comes
naturally for Brown because of the way poetry
complements her corporeal experience. She
writes, “In my daily life, I was desperate to
wrench away from my body and I hated how
stumblingly and ploddingly it moved, but in
poetry, I found a form that not only mirrored
my own slowness, but rewarded the careful
attention with which I had to move through
the world.” That careful attention shines in this
essay collection, which opens a window into
Brown’s graceful interior life.
—Carla Jean Whitley

Places I’ve Taken My Body

The Book of Rosy

By Molly McCully Brown

H Breath

Essays

By James Nestor

Science
Our obsession
with productivity is a defining
characteristic of
modern society.
Smart watches streamline
and gamify our
workouts and
sleep cycles.
Smartphones
make us permanently available.
And of course,
social media drives us to put our most personal moments online. In some ways, James
Nestor’s Breath: The New Science of a Lost
Art (Riverhead, $28, 9780735213616) points
out the obvious: This productivity obsession
is killing us. Yet, not all hope is lost. Nestor’s
work reveals the importance of our breath and
promises us a changed life if only we’ll take a
moment to stop, slow down and breathe.
Nestor’s obsession with breathing started
with a sort of spiritual experience—a conversion moment during a breath workshop that
led to lifelong change. “I wasn’t conscious of
any transformation taking place,” he writes,
but after a long evening of intentional breath-
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ing, “it was as if I’d been taken from one place
and deposited somewhere else.” However,
skeptical of encounters that might be fake or
gimmicky, Nestor decided that the experience
alone wasn’t enough. So he dug deeper.
Breath is the result of Nestor’s digging, and it
offers more than a simple guide to meditation.
He details the history of breathing, from ancient cultures to modern innovations that have
changed our facial structures and thus our
breathing patterns. Over time, these changes
resulted in the loss of much of the breath work
practiced by early humans—but it’s being
rediscovered now, just in time.
From yogis to monks, from voice teachers to
athletic trainers, from people with scoliosis to
those with asthma, Breath details how these
rediscovered breath practices are providing the
promise of a better, longer, healthier life. If this
all sounds too good to be true, Nestor assures
us that breath isn’t a golden ticket. It’s not a
magic cure for everything that ails us, but it is “a
way to retain balance in the body.” And if that
still sounds like a bunch of baloney, go ahead
and give it a try. Stop. Slow down. Breathe.
—Carly Nations

Travel. Sex.
Work. Living
alone. They’re
universal topics,
but for women,
they’re often
accompanied by
societal expectations and restrictions. And for
Molly McCully
Brown, these
realities are even further restrained.
From birth, Brown has been without complete control of her physical self. She and her
twin were born early—too early. Her twin,
Frances, died. Brown went too long without
oxygen in the birth canal and was born with
cerebral palsy.
In the essay collection Places I’ve Taken My
Body (Persea, $24.95, 9780892555130), Brown
reflects frequently on her connection to Frances and the ways her own body influences her
movement through the world. While visiting
Europe for a writing fellowship, for example,
Brown writes, “A few weeks in, I’m discovering
that being abroad in a wheelchair requires an
intense kind of myopia that feels both necessary and dangerous. . . . I worry that, because
my body goes with me everywhere, it won’t
matter how far I travel, that I’ll still just be

By Rosayra Pablo Cruz
and Julie Schwietert Collazo

Memoir
“We are last
names only. We
are numbers.”
From the first
page of this
account of a
mother from
Guatemala being
separated from
her sons at the
southern U.S.
border, readers
are drawn into
the wrenching impact of
American immigration policy on parents and
children.
The Book of Rosy (HarperOne, $26.99,
9780062941923) chronicles the experiences
of Rosayra Pablo Cruz, a shop owner, writer
and mother of four. After the murder of her
husband and a shooting attempt on her life,
Cruz fled Guatemala in 2014, leaving her
three oldest children behind with her mother.
After gangs threatened to kidnap her eldest
son, Yordy, she returned. Cruz made another
attempt to flee in April 2018 with 15-year-old
Yordy and Fernando, age 5.
Cruz describes making the 2,300-mile journey over eight days and nights, packed in the
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back of a truck with other refugees. In an ICE
detention center in Arizona, officials separated
her from Yordy and placed her with Fernando
in a frigid cell. Within days, she was informed
her sons would be sent to a different facility,
a transfer that took place at 2 a.m. Yordy and
Fernando ended up far away, placed with a
Spanish-speaking foster mother in the Bronx.
Eventually, the efforts of Immigrant Families
Together, a group of activist mothers who raise
money to post bond for detainees like Cruz,
reunited her with her sons.
Interspersed with Cruz’s story is Julie Schwietert Collazo’s account of her 2018 decision, in
response to the Trump administration’s family
separation policy, to establish a grassroots
group that would become Immigrant Families
Together. The group has worked to reunite
more than 80 families.
Simultaneously published in Spanish and
English, The Book of Rosy offers an unflinching look at conditions in U.S. detention centers
and a sobering reminder of the power of policy
to change the course of lives.
—Deborah Hopkinson

My Vanishing Country
By Bakari Sellers

Memoir
Family
trauma—even
inherited trauma—can take a
tremendous toll
on children. But
as Bakari Sellers
makes plain
in My Vanishing Country
(Amistad, $26.99,
9780062917454),
family trauma
can also be a
source of strength.
Sellers’ story is remarkable. When he was 22,
he unseated a 26-year incumbent to become
the youngest legislator in South Carolina. In
that role, he championed policies addressing
rural poverty, including access to health care
and improved educational opportunities. He
became a CNN political analyst in the wake
of the mass shooting at Mother Emanuel
AME Church in Charleston, and today he is a
successful attorney. These accomplishments
required persistence and resilience.
In My Vanishing Country, Sellers beautifully
evokes the South Carolina low country, the
haunted landscape of his childhood, to explain
how its backbreaking poverty and history of
relentless racism molded him. But the greatest influence on his life was an event that

occurred years before he was born, when his
father, Cleveland Sellers, was imprisoned on
trumped-up charges for his role in the Orangeburg Massacre.
The fact that many people have not heard of
the Orangeburg Massacre is in itself an excellent
reason to read My Vanishing Country. Sellers
meticulously recounts how and why eight South
Carolina highway patrol officers fired upon a
crowd of black student protesters at South Carolina State University, killing three students and
wounding 27 others. The massacre affected every member of the Sellers family, including the
yet-unborn Bakari. Though they each still bear
the painful effects of that event, their trauma
has also become a source of power—the power
to endure tragedy and achieve their goals.
My Vanishing Country is more than a memoir. It’s a loving celebration of a father’s gift of
fortitude and determination to his son.
—Deborah Mason

Monopolized
By David Dayen

Economics
The economic
consequences
of pandemics,
disasters and recessions during
our lifetime will
be far-reaching
and profound.
And as David
Dayen explains
in his disturbing polemic
Monopolized:
Life in the Age
of Corporate Power (The New Press, $27.99,
9781620975411), they’ll play out against the
insidious trend toward concentrated corporate
power.
Blending professional rigor with journalistic
flair, Dayen, executive editor of the American
Prospect, takes readers on a comprehensive
tour of the American economy, revealing “the
collections of monopolies encircling our every
move.” As a consequence, “we toil in this age
of monopoly, this age of plutocrats, this age
of soaring inequality and broken democracy,
this age of middle-class despair and sawed-off
ladders to prosperity.”
To drive home that point, Dayen grounds his
portrait in vivid illustrations of how a handful
of companies have the power to profoundly
affect people’s daily lives. One example is the
story of Dave and Carolyn Horowitz, of Lenoir
City, Tennessee, who, like millions of Americans living in rural areas, lack essential access
to broadband internet because the six domi-

nant companies who could provide it refuse to
upgrade to high-speed service in areas of low
population density.
Similar stories are repeated across the
spectrum of commerce in the United States,
from pharmaceutics to journalism to financial services. In each instance, Dayen argues,
a small group of companies and individuals
have skillfully exploited privileged positions to
benefit themselves and harm Americans. He
reserves special scorn for revered investor Warren Buffett (America’s “premier monopolist”)
and the “greed-stuffed titans” of the private
equity industry.
Dayen concludes with a glimmer of hope
that some of the early successes of what’s been
called the “New Brandeis” movement (named
for the late Supreme Court justice, an avowed
foe of monopolies in the early 20th century)
will energize a consumer backlash against
these concentrations of wealth and power. It’s
a fight worth waging, but not one that will be
easily won.
—Harvey Freedenberg

The Gay Agenda

By Ashley Molesso and Chess Needham

Graphic
History
Ashley Molesso and Chess
Needham’s The
Gay Agenda:
A Modern
Queer History
and Handbook (Morrow
Gift, $19.99,
9780062944559).
is a colorful little
volume that starts around 1900 and offers a
brisk romp through recent queer history, with
a heavy dose of the arts and popular culture.
Think Alison Bechdel, Paris Is Burning and—
yep—“RuPaul’s Drag Race.” The authors take
care, too, to restore some less well-known figures to their rightful places in the movement,
such as Kathy Kozachenko, a lesbian elected
to the city council of Ann Arbor, Michigan, in
1974, three years before Harvey Milk joined the
San Francisco Board of Supervisors.
If you’re a parent, this could be something
to share with your queer teen to help them
understand the history they’re inheriting—or
with any teen to help them be a more informed
ally. If you’re a queer kid, maybe this is a book
you give your parents if they have questions
about nonbinary pronouns or the concept of
“chosen family.” Something for all; this history
is America’s.
—Sam Worley
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Young and proud
It’s a Pride parade for your bookshelf! Three novels tell the stories of queer teens
and celebrate all the ways that love keeps winning.
LGBTQ+ characters are more visible
than ever in young adult literature.
The protagonists of these books navigate intersectionality, injustice and
romance, and their stories are welcome additions to the growing canon
of queer YA lit.
Felix Ever After (Balzer + Bray,
$18.99, 9780062820259) is a love story
that emerges in the aftermath of a
frightening act of cruelty. Felix Love
wants nothing more than to live up
to his name by falling in love, but as a
black, queer, trans guy, he worries that
his labels sometimes make it hard for
people to see his heart. When someone
at school viciously outs him, Felix must
uncover who did it—and who his true
friends are.
Author Kacen Callender brings Felix’s New York City home to vibrant
life, incorporating sensory details that
make a day spent hanging out in the
park feel like a grand adventure. Felix’s
first-person narration is as intense as
his emotional landscape, but Callender’s portrayal of what it feels like to be
young and constantly playing defense
against the world rings with truth.
The book’s title hints at Felix’s happy
ending, but getting there takes a harrowing journey across a social minefield, so witnessing Felix come out on
top, with good people on his side, feels
that much sweeter.
Robin Talley’s Music From Another World (Inkyard, $18.99,
9781335146779) bounces between
Northern and Southern California in
1977. Tammy lives in Orange County
and is deep in the closet because of her
conservative Christian family. Sharon
lives in San Francisco, has a brother
who is gay and is immersing herself
in the city’s punk scene. The girls connect via a school pen pal project, and
Talley relays their stories through diary
entries and letters until destiny leads
them to meet in person.
The history depicted here is well
worth revisiting or, for teens, uncovering for the first time. Talley doesn’t
pull any punches when she describes
Anita Bryant’s hateful “Save Our Children” campaign or the activism it provoked. As with Felix’s New York, 1970s
San Francisco is a star player here.
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Sharon lives in an uptight Irish Catholic neighborhood, but the Castro
district is just a bus ride away, and
change is in the air. This is a story
of friendship, love and the ways
music can fuel both, set at a pivotal moment in the struggle for gay
rights. (This reader, who still owns
Patti Smith’s Horses on vinyl, hopes
teens will explore the music as much
as the history.)
Kelly Quindlen’s Late to the
Party (Roaring Brook, $17.99,
9781250209139) is a perfect summer
read. Codi and her two BFFs, Maritza
and JaKory, are all queer and spend
most of their time hanging out in her
basement and watching TV 24/7.
Lately, though, they’ve been feeling
burned out on one another and have
begun to seek out new experiences.
Maritza and JaKory take for granted
that Codi is more of a late bloomer
than they are, but while they’re not
paying attention, she slips away from
them, makes new friends and falls for
a girl. When they find out she’s done
all this without telling them, there’s a
reckoning to be had.
The pacing here is so relaxed,
you can practically feel the sticky
humidity of an Atlanta summer
grinding the bustle of life to a halt.
Scenes of summer parties and the
slow process of Codi getting to know
new people and letting her guard
down around them—while keeping a
tangled web of secrets—feel realistic.
The tentative romance between Codi
and Lydia is sweet and languid; they
have time to warm to one another
and work through their nervousness.
Codi’s friendship with Ricky, who
welcomes her into his social circle
under complex circumstances (she
did him a great kindness but also
saw something he wants kept quiet),
is simultaneously warm and fraught
with insecurities on both sides.
The most radical thing about Late
to the Party is its unabashed sentimentality, which never veers into
sanctimony or didacticism. It’s just
teens growing together, growing
apart and growing up—but somehow
that’s exactly enough.
—Heather Seggel

More great reads
to celebrate Pride

Out Now: Queer We
Go Again!
edited by Saundra Mitchell
Inkyard, $18.99
9781335018267

The Falling in
Love Montage
by Ciara Smyth
HarperTeen, $17.99
9780062957115

Only Mostly Devastated
by Sophie Gonzales
Wednesday, $17.99
9781250315892
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H We Are Not From Here
By Jenny Torres Sanchez

Fiction
Jenny Torres Sanchez’s fifth young adult
novel, We Are Not From Here (Philomel,
$18.99, 9781984812261), is an unforgettable
story of three teens forced to leave their homeland in search of safety and the possibility of a
better life.
In the town of Puerto Barrios, Guatemala,
Pequeña is laboring to give birth to an unplanned baby. Her friends, Pulga and Chico,
who consider themselves brothers and have
lived together at Pulga’s house ever since
Chico’s mother’s violent death, go for a walk as
they anxiously await the delivery. While stopping in their favorite convenience store for a
snack to tide them over, they become unwilling witnesses to a devastating crime that will
change the course of their lives.

Clap When You Land
By Elizabeth Acevedo

Fiction
Those who
remember all
too well the
tragedy of September 11, 2001,
may not recall
another tragedy
that occurred
in its immediate aftermath.
On November
12, American
Airlines Flight
587, en route
from New York City to the Dominican Republic, crashed in Queens, killing all 260 people
on board, the vast majority of whom were of
Dominican descent.
The tragic stories of the lives lost on board
Flight 587 and those of the families left behind, as well as author Elizabeth Acevedo’s
own memories of trips to visit relatives in the
Dominican Republic, inspired Clap When
You Land (Quill Tree, $18.99, 9780062882769).
The book sees Acevedo return triumphantly
to the novel-in-verse format of her multiple
award-winning debut, The Poet X.
Sixteen-year-old Camino Rios is meeting
her father at the Santo Domingo airport. He
lives in the United States much of the year but
spends summers in the Dominican Republic.
Camino, whose mother died a decade earlier,

Torres
Sanchez
immerses
readers in
the teens’
lives in
Puerto Barrios, where
they are
surrounded
by loving
extended
families
and a warm
sense of
community,
but a sense
of hopelessness subdues any expectations they have for
the future. When pressure from the local gang
leader to join his enterprise becomes unbear-

dreams of moving to New York City for college
and then medical school. She can’t wait to
finally be closer to her beloved father.
Thousands of miles away in New York City,
Yahaira Rios has just said goodbye to her
father, who supports her love of competitive
chess and always encourages her to follow her
dreams. Yahaira misses him when he returns
to the Dominican Republic each summer, but
this year, her feelings are more complicated.
She’s recently learned a secret about her father
that she hasn’t admitted to anyone.

Elizabeth Acevedo makes
a triumphant return to
the novel-in-verse with
Clap When You Land.
Both Yahaira and Camino are on the cusp of
a terrible loss—and of a profound discovery
about their families and the surprising, sometimes uneasy connection between them.
Clap When You Land explores themes of
heredity, class and privilege, as well as the
complex, conflicted emotions the girls feel
toward their birthplaces and homes. Acevedo
handles all of these themes with a lyricism and
sensitivity to language that make Camino’s and
Yahaira’s struggles and joys, both individual
and shared, all the more powerful.
Readers unaccustomed to verse narratives
will quickly settle into the book’s generally short
stanzas and conversational tone. Passages that
are more deliberately poetic in style, such as

able, Pulga, Chico and Pequeña realize
they have no choice but to run for their
lives, leaving Pequeña’s baby behind.
Together, they make their way toward
La Bestia, the crowded network of trains
full of desperate people migrating north
in search of opportunity.
We Are Not From Here astonishes
even as it conveys harsh realities. Torres
Sanchez’s prose alternately chills and
sings as it brings primal human experiences—life and death, despair and
hunger, fear and hope—to the page in
brilliant relief. The choice to employ
first-person narration, commonplace in
young adult literature, is particularly effective here and adds immediacy to the
threats that seem to lie in wait around
every corner. Elements of magical realism elevate the teens’ journey to epic,
mythic heights. It all makes for a stunning,
visceral and deeply moving read.
—Autumn Allen

the description of a burial that uses short lines
to make the text resemble a deep hole, or a
scene of violence in which the verses—like the
narrator’s thoughts—grow increasingly fragmented, encourage readers to read slowly and
even pause in order to fully experience both the
characters’ powerful emotions and Acevedo’s
tremendous skill at conveying them and transforming them into art.
Clap When You Land gets its title from the
Dominican tradition of applauding when a
plane touches down safely at its destination.
By the story’s end, readers will be ready to give
Yahaira, Camino and Acevedo herself a standing ovation.
—Norah Piehl

Again Again
By E. Lockhart

Speculative
Fiction
Adelaide’s life
has been turned
upside down
by her brother’s
addiction, her
family’s separation and her
devastating
breakup with
Mikey Double L.
With an aching
heart and an unfinished school
project hanging over her head, threatening
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her final grades, Adelaide chooses to stay at
her boarding school for the summer, walking professors’ dogs and falling in and out of
love—over and over again. Through it all, she
just might learn that what she really needs is
herself.
E. Lockhart is no stranger to the complexities of the teenage heart, and Again Again
(Delacorte, $18.99, 9780385744799) explores
them in a poignant and lyrical way. As in her
previous novels, such as We Were Liars and
Genuine Fraud, Lockhart again plays with
perception and time, treating readers to
multiple versions of Adelaide’s experiences,
from romantic encounters to feedback from
teachers. The line between reality and fantasy
becomes intentionally and wonderfully ambiguous. Call it an exploration of the multiverse or
a glimpse inside a teenage girl’s mind. Either
way, the creative format highlights Adelaide’s
uncertainty and elevates her summer into a
coming-of-age experience that readers will
find relatable.
While every scenario Adelaide imagines (or
lives) is honest and heartfelt, the most powerful storyline in every version is her relationship
with her brother, Toby. Lockhart depicts his
recovery from addiction gently and respectfully, and the siblings’ attempts to find their
new normal are beautifully rendered and often
eclipse Adelaide’s romance as the most moving
relationship in the book.
On the surface, Again Again is relatively
simple: Girl meets boy, girl falls for boy, emotional turmoil ensues. But Lockhart’s unique
narrative structure and poetic prose stylings
transform it into a thought-provoking look at
what we expect and what we need from each
other—and from ourselves.
—Sarah Welch

Burn

★ Parachutes
By Kelly Yang

Fiction

By Patrick Ness

Speculative
Fiction
Small-town
Washington
state, 1957: The
Cold War with
Russia is in full
swing, the threat
of nuclear war
is omnipresent,
the space race is
in hyperspeed,
and Sarah Dew
hurst is making
friends with the
dragon her father begrudgingly hired to help
on the family farm.
The Dewhurst farm has fallen on hard times
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since the death of Sarah’s mother, so Sarah’s
father is paying Kazimir the dragon, a rare
Russian blue, to burn and clear a few fields for
them. But Kazimir, it turns out, has an ulterior
motive for taking the job. He believes Sarah
is at the heart of an ancient prophecy that
predicts her role in preventing the end of the
world.
As Sarah and Kazimir’s unlikely friendship grows, a highly trained assassin named
Malcolm is sent on a divine mission by a cult
of dragon worshippers to find and kill the
savior mentioned in the prophecy, but he has
to outrun the FBI first. When Malcolm’s and
Sarah’s paths finally converge, entire worlds are
literally ripped wide open.
The award-winning author of 10 previous
novels, including the Chaos Walking trilogy
and A Monster Calls (the basis for the feature
film), Patrick Ness knows his way around highly original plots with fantastical elements. He’s
a master at managing a plethora of tiny narrative threads, weaving them tightly together and
then unraveling them with perfect pacing, an
achievement as impressive as it is enjoyable to
read.
Burn (Quill Tree, $18.99, 9780062869494)
waltzes wryly through themes of implicit
bias, explicit racism and religious fanaticism as it explores the power of a potentially
self-fulfilling prophecy and the possibility of
parallel universes. It’s a breakneck journey full
of wit, sarcasm, bravery and a generous bit of
magic as the fate of the world dangles delicately out the farmhouse window and a dark storm
rolls in over the fields.
—Justin Barisich

Adults can
be selfish,
corrupt and
disappointing.
In Kelly Yang’s
first YA novel,
Parachutes
(Katherine
Tegen, $18.99,
9780062941084),
two teens
accustomed
to fending for
themselves gradually discover that even when adults fail them,
they can depend on each other.
Claire Wang of Shanghai and Dani De La
Cruz of California both go to a private high
school near Los Angeles. Claire’s parents’
decision to send her to American Prep reflects

the cultural phenomenon for which the book is
titled, in which wealthy Chinese students immigrate to attend American high schools in the
hopes of better educational and professional
prospects. Claire leaves behind her shopaholic
mother and arrives in the United States with a
platinum American Express card courtesy of
her absentee father.
Dani is a gifted debater who dreams of
attending Yale. She’s also a scholarship student
who spends her afternoons cleaning houses,
some of which belong to her rich classmates.
Like Claire’s parents, Dani’s single mom is
mostly absent from her daughter’s life, because
she works so hard to support them; her decision to welcome Claire into a spare bedroom at
their house is motivated by the extra cash her
boarding fees will yield.

Parachutes is sure to
establish Kelly Yang as
one of YA’s most vital
new voices.
Yang relates the girls’ initial wariness of one
another, which stems primarily from how
radically different their lives have been, in
chapters that alternate between their points of
view. But Parachutes goes much deeper than
a predictable story of rich girl versus poor girl.
Although the book’s title refers to a slang term
for international students like Claire, the idea
of the parachute also functions as a metaphor
for the economic, gender and racial privileges
that create differences and inequalities in the
lives of some of Yang’s characters. Many readers will likely find this seamlessly integrated
introduction to the concept of intersectionality
eye-opening.
Yang, who shares in a revealing and powerful author’s note that Parachutes is based
partly on some of her own personal experiences in college, incorporates issues of sexual
assault and abuse, discrimination, parental
infidelity and emotional neglect into an elaborate and twisting narrative. The book has an
impressive buoyancy despite these weighty
subjects, and Yang never slides into preachiness or lecturing. For many readers, finishing Parachutes will feel like saying goodbye
to two beloved friends who’ve helped them
survive the emotional battlefield that is high
school.
Yang is best known for her debut novel, the
middle grade book Front Desk, which won
multiple awards and became a bestseller in
2018. Parachutes is sure to establish Yang
as one of YA’s most thoughtful and vital new
voices.
—Jessica Wakeman

feature | summer storms

Shelter from the storm
Flash! Boom! Crash! Two picture books remind us that even the most frightening storms don’t last forever.
When there’s thunder and lightning, people and wild creatures alike
head for safe places to stay dry and ride out dangerous weather. Two beautiful and reassuring new picture books relate stories of characters who
shelter together during summer thunderstorms.
Together We Grow (Paula Wiseman, $17.99, 9781534405868, ages 3 to
7) is the debut picture book from Susan
Vaught, neuropsychologist by day and
author by night, who has something
to say about inclusion in this tale of
barn creatures facing a harsh nighttime
storm. In spare, eloquent rhyming couplets—“Lightning gash! Windy lash!”—
the book opens as fierce weather drives
a frightened fox and its cubs to a barn full
of animals. After the animals tell the fox
to scram (“Go away! We’re full today!”), a
small, unassuming duck heads outside
to assist the fox family and convince the
other animals to allow some space in the
barn—and in their hearts.
Illustrator Kelly Murphy employs a
color palette of deep, rich blues that juxtapose marvelously against the vivid oranges and yellows of the foxes, the duck
and the warm light of the barn’s interior.
Several spreads, including those toward
the end of the book when the storm has
passed, are lush and cinematic, and Murphy wields light and shadow to
dramatic effect. The two-page spread in which the duck calls to the fox
and its family to invite them inside is particularly striking; the duck stands
in front of a block of yellow interior barn light, which accentuates the
hope and promise embedded in an otherwise foreboding scene. Unusual
perspectives and angles, many of them aerial, make for visually dynamic
moments.
Vaught’s depiction of furry farm life leans toward anthropomorphism,
avoiding the messy biology of the food chain as it delivers a poignant

message about embracing those who are different and caring for neighbors during difficult circumstances: “Learn and show / together we
grow.”
When the Storm Comes (Nancy Paulsen, $17.99, 9780399546099, ages
3 to 7) also unfolds in rhyming couplets, but author Linda Ashman adds a

call-and-response structure: “Where do you go when the sky turns gray— /
When the grasses bend and the treetops sway? / We gather here below the
eaves. / We roost beneath some sturdy leaves.” Ashman’s use of the firstperson collective “we” suggests that we’re all in this together. Like Vaught,
Ashman considers how various creatures, including humans, respond to
dangerous weather. Some of these creatures—a house cat, a pet dog—
dwell indoors, while others, such as a hive of bees and a family of rabbits
nestled in a hollow log, make their homes outside. Ashman’s narrative
continues into the storm’s aftermath, depicting both cleanup efforts and
a communal celebration of sunny skies.
Illustrator Taeeun Yoo sets When the
Storm Comes in a coastal town; among
the humans’ preparation efforts, boats
must be latched and tied in this neck of
the woods. The comforting curves of Yoo’s
linework give way to harder lines of flashing
lightning and driving rains as the tempest
arrives. Though storms are scary, there’s a
cozy feeling when all the humans, along
with the pet dog, gather inside to play a
game, share stories and “curl up tight.”
Once the storm has passed, Yoo returns to
her signature soft and warm illustrations in
this satisfying story of community.
These two books offer children an empathetic look at what it’s like for animals
who fear storms just like we humans do.
Readers will be comforted to see communities come together to stay safe during wild
weather.
Illustration from Together We Grow © 2020 by Susan Vaught and Kelly Murphy. Reprinted by permission of Simon & Schuster.
—Julie Danielson
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H Prairie Days
By Patricia MacLachlan
Illustrated by Micha Archer

Picture Book
Evoking the setting of author
Patricia MacLachlan’s Newbery
Medal-winning classic, Sarah,
Plain and Tall, Prairie Days
(Margaret K. McElderry, $17.99,
9781442441910, ages 4 to 8) is a
vibrant celebration of daily life
on a prairie farm. The simple but
lyrical narrative follows a young
girl through her memories of summer under
“a sky so big, there was no end of it.” Although
a precise date isn’t provided, elements in the
illustrations—such as the designs of cars, a
scene at a filling station and an old locomotive
by a granary—suggest a bygone era, perhaps the
early 1940s.
The unnamed narrator shares recollections

Summer and July
By Paul Mosier

Middle
Grade
Paul Mosier’s
Summer and
July (HarperCollins, $16.99,
9780062849366,
ages 9 to 13) is
an ode to that
one summer
when everything
changes.
Combat-boot-
wearing, goth-
dressing Juillet
is furious that her dad has left her mom for a
younger woman. Juillet’s mother, a physician,
seldom has enough time for her daughter, but
this summer they are heading from Michigan
to California for a change of scene.
Ocean Park is a friendly, funky beach town
near everything Juillet fears most: deep, dark
oceans, man-eating sharks and the threat of
towering tsunamis. As it happens, Juillet is
afraid of just about everything. Five different
psychologists have told her that she hides behind her fears to avoid her feelings about her
parents’ divorce.
Soon after settling in, Juillet meets Summer,
a free-spirited surfer who seems like everything
Juillet is not. The girls become fast friends, and
Summer eases Juillet past each of her phobias,
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of horses, who pulled plows and wagons, and
farm dogs, including herders Bucky and Prince,
“brave dogs who ate well and slept well and
loved their work.” She takes dips in the farm’s
pond and excursions to the general store to buy
cloth, tools, pencils and penny mints. The natural world is omnipresent, manifesting itself in
wild roses and hollyhocks, grouse and magpies,

helping her take baby steps into shallow water,
then boogie board near the shore, then finally
surf her first wave. Though Summer is perpetually upbeat, she also has a secret sadness, which
she shares with Juillet as the two become close.
Summer and July reads like a classic
coming-of-age story in the best way, as each
girl confronts challenges and emerges from
her summer transformed. Juillet and Summer’s deepening affection for each other is
poignant and sure to resonate. Mosier’s pacing
is languid, but like the pull of the tide, readers
will be drawn in and swept away from safe and
shallow shores. Fortunately, this book trusts
that its readers are strong swimmers, ready for
what the world has to offer.
—Billie B. Little

Joy

By Yasmeen Ismail
Illustrated by Jenni Desmond

Picture Book
Kittens are
furry balls
of unbridled
energy, careening around
the house at
lightning speed
and then plunging into sleep
wherever they
happen to land.
They’re adorable and fearless agents of house-

herds of sheep and howling coyotes.
The book’s large, wide format creates a fitting
canvas for spectacular art by illustrator Micha
Archer. Her images combine collage illustrations done with acrylics and inks with original
textured papers to form a kaleidoscope of
brilliant colors. While the intricate, sweeping
landscapes of open fields and big skies are a
feast for the eyes, Archer also excels in depicting
minute details. The general store, for example,
features old kitchen utensils, brightly patterned
bolts of fabric and enticing jars of candy, and
the lace curtains in the girl’s bedroom almost
seem to swing in a real breeze. The end result is
breathtaking on almost every spread, and Prairie Days is certain to be ranked among the most
beautifully illustrated picture books of the year.
As the day and the story come to a close, the
girl nestles with a flashlight under a quilt, blank
paper before her—a clever acknowledgment
that her day, unlike other childhood memories
lost to time, will live on through her words and
pictures.
—Deborah Hopkinson

hold delight and chaos. In Joy (Candlewick,
$16.99, 9781536209341, ages 3 to 6), Yasmeen
Ismail and Jenni Desmond winningly capture
kittenhood for an aptly titled read-aloud.
A gray tabby kitten named Joy bats and
flings around a red ball of yarn with abandon:
“Jingle jangle, wriggle wrangle, in a tangle.”
Desmond’s swooping lines expertly and entertainingly evoke a kitten in perpetual motion, a
smile always on her face, the brightly colored
house her playground. A stripey brown cat and
an enormous dog observe Joy’s hijinks with
tolerant amusement, perhaps recalling their
own wild younger days—until, unable to resist,
they join in on the fun.
And then! Joy takes a tumble and scares
herself into stillness. Mama Cat gives Joy a
soothing hug while Dog stands supportively by
as they tell her, “I think you’re going to be just
fine. Give yourself a little time.” Readers will
cheer to watch as, fortified by this reassurance,
Joy recovers lickety-split and triumphantly
rubber-bands around the room once again.
Ismail and Desmond’s take on tiny felines is
hilarious and sweet. Ismail’s giggle-inducing
onomatopoeic rhymes wend their way through
Desmond’s kinetic (kitten-ic?) artwork, as
Joy’s exclamatory inner monologue amusingly
punctuates the whirlwindy, somersaulting
sequences. Desmond’s heavy pencil strokes
are enervated by her vivid watercolors, and she
uses white space to excellent effect during Joy’s
manic moments, providing necessary breathing room for zooming and boinging galore.
Joy is a warm and funny testament to the
energy of youth, the rejuvenating powers of a
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Brave Like That
By Lindsey Stoddard

Middle
Grade
The kids are a
lot bigger in middle school. That’s
the first thing
Cyrus Olson
notices when he
steps onto the
field for football
tryouts. Everyone expects him
to become the
next star receiver
for Joseph Lee
Heywood Middle School, just like his dad was.

In fact, they expect him to be a lot of things like
his big, strong firefighter dad, but that’s just not
Cyrus.
In Brave Like That (HarperCollins, $16.99,
9780062878113, ages 8 to 12), author Lindsey Stoddard (Just Like Jackie, Right as Rain)
creates a grounded and authentic story that
illustrates how being brave doesn’t always
mean running into burning buildings or being
the leader of the A-team.
Cyrus feels like the frightening things in his
life just keep growing. He knows tackle football
is going to hurt; the hallways and classrooms of
middle school are full of unfamiliar classmates
and teachers and harder schoolwork than ever
before; and his beloved grandma is still recovering from a recent stroke. It’s all too much,
and Cyrus is afraid that he’s just not brave
enough to handle any of it.
Then Cyrus’ dad finds a stray dog, alone
at the front door of the firehouse, just like he
found Cyrus exactly 11 years before. Unlike
Cyrus, however, his dad has no plans to keep
the dog, whom Cyrus names Parker. But if

Cyrus is going to get through this year, he
knows he’s going to need help from the most
unlikely places, whether from a few unexpected friends, his grandma’s old vinyl records or
the weight of a lonely dog resting a tired head
on his shoulder.
Brave Like That is a nuanced and realistic
story of a boy realizing that what he wants for
himself is different than what other people may
want for him. Cyrus’ sensitive first-person narration is effortlessly constructed and will draw
readers in to his thoughts and feelings from the
very first page.
Stoddard treads familiar middle grade territory, addressing evergreen themes of friendship
and loyalty, but Cyrus’ warm and supportive
relationships at the firehouse and his family’s
unwavering love make the story shine. Put
Brave Like That into the hands of any reader
struggling to figure out who they really want
to be, and it’ll show them that being yourself is
the bravest, if sometimes the hardest, thing you
can do.
—Kevin Delecki
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comforting hug and the resilience of those who
feel supported with love.
—Linda M. Castellitto

On Grandparents’ Day, Zura brings
her favorite person, Nana Akua,
to school, where Nana shares the
significance behind the traditional
West African tribal markings on her
face. Written by Tricia Elam Walker
and illustrated by renowned folk
artist April Harrison, Nana Akua
Goes to School (Schwartz & Wade,
$17.99, 9780525581130, ages 4
to 8) is a tender yet powerful story
about coming together by embracing
our differences. Harrison, who lives
in South Carolina, is the recipient
of the 2020 Coretta Scott King/John
Steptoe New Talent Award.
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